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Background: Tree ensemble machine learning models are in-
creasingly used in microbiome science as they are compatible
with the compositional, high-dimensional, and sparse structure
of sequence-based microbiome data. While such models are of-
ten good at predicting phenotypes based on microbiome data,
they only yield limited insights into how microbial taxa or ge-
nomic content may be associated. Results: We developed en-
doR, a method to interpret a fitted tree ensemble model. First,
endoR simplifies the fitted model into a decision ensemble from
which it then extracts information on the importance of indi-
vidual features and their pairwise interactions and also visu-
alizes these data as an interpretable network. Both the net-
work and importance scores derived from endoR provide in-
sights into how features, and interactions between them, con-
tribute to the predictive performance of the fitted model. Ad-
justable regularization and bootstrapping help reduce the com-
plexity and ensure that only essential parts of the model are re-
tained. We assessed the performance of endoR on both simu-
lated and real metagenomic data. We found endoR to infer true
associations with more or comparable accuracy than other com-
monly used approaches while easing and enhancing model inter-
pretation. Using endoR, we also confirmed published results on
gut microbiome differences between cirrhotic and healthy indi-
viduals. Finally, we utilized endoR to gain insights into com-
ponents of the microbiome that predict the presence of human
gut methanogens, as these hydrogen-consumers are expected to
interact with fermenting bacteria in a complex syntrophic net-
work. Specifically, we analyzed a global metagenome dataset of
2203 individuals and confirmed the previously reported associ-
ation between Methanobacteriaceae and Christensenellales. Ad-
ditionally, we observed that Methanobacteriaceae are associated
with a network of hydrogen-producing bacteria. Conclusion:
Our method accurately captures how tree ensembles use fea-
tures and interactions between them to predict a response. As
demonstrated by our applications, the resultant visualizations
and summary outputs facilitate model interpretation and en-
able the generation of novel hypotheses about complex systems.
An implementation of endoR is available as an open-source R-
package on GitHub (https://github.com/leylabmpi/endoR).
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The gut microbiome plays critical roles in many aspects of
human physiology, such as digestion, immunity, and develop-
ment (1–3), and has been implicated in a number of diseases
(4) such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (5, 6), obesity
(7, 8), diabetes (9), and cancer (10, 11). The low cost of fecal
microbiome sequencing allows researchers and clinicians to
relate disease states to microbiome data and also to investi-
gate possible microbial involvement in disease (12–14).

Machine Learning (ML) models have been shown to accu-
rately predict human host phenotypes from gut microbiome
taxonomic and genomic data (15–18). While the complexity
of these models can capture interactions between variables in
such data, it also complicates their interpretation. This conse-
quently limits insights into relationships between the micro-
biome and human characteristics. Random forest (RF) mod-
els (19), a type of tree ensemble model, often achieve the best
accuracies for predictions made with microbiome data (15–
18). A RF consists of a combination of decision trees. Each
partitions all observations into subsamples with similar re-
sponse values, based on a set of features. For example, a de-
cision tree may show that diseased individuals generally have
high abundances of microbes A and B, but low abundances of
microbe C. Hundreds of decision trees are built from random
subsamples of features and observations and aggregated to
make predictions. This procedure is called bootstrap aggre-
gation or bagging (19); it generally leads to high accuracies
with less overfitting but increases model complexity (20).

The model complexity can be mitigated by reducing the num-
ber of features via feature selection (FS): the pre-selection of
relevant features to include in the final model (21–24). These
pre-selection approaches are often based on different mea-
sures of how important a specific feature is for the predic-
tion. Such measures are also the state-of-the-art for model
interpretation. The most common feature importances are
the Gini and permutation importances (19, 25), though many
others exist (26–30). Recently developed FS and feature im-
portance methods are gaining popularity within microbiome
science. For instance, Ai et al. (26) utilized FS by mutual
information to identify specific microbes predictive of col-
orectal cancers. Alternatively, Gou et al. (31) used SHapley
Additive exPlanations (SHAP, Lundberg and Lee (28)) to se-
lect microbiome features associated with type 2 diabetes that
they then correlated to host genetics and risk factors using
generalized linear models.

Shapley values measure the contribution of variables to the
prediction of each observation (32) and can be estimated
through various methods (33). For instance, the SHAP
method additively decomposes predictions into separate parts
corresponding to each variable (28). As Shapley values gen-
erate local, per-observation interpretations, they generally do
not address the question of the global associations of fea-
tures with the response (33). Furthermore, SHAP makes
the assumption that variables have additive effects, although
tree ensembles are not additive models, therefore resulting
in potentially biased estimates of feature interactions (34).
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Finally, SHAP interactions are calculated only for pairs of
variables, rendering their interpretation challenging for high-
dimensional data sets (35).
Individual decision trees can inform on variable interactions
associated with predictions. Variables belonging to a same
tree branch are used in concert to make predictions; they are
thus more likely to be jointly associated with the response
compared to variables never appearing in the same branch
(36). However, as tree ensembles are generated with a greedy
procedure, especially RFs, unimportant variables may occur
along decision paths. To remove noise and facilitate the in-
terpretation of tree ensembles, Friedman and Popescu (37)
propose to remove unimportant variables from decision paths
via lasso regression and thus create surrogate models to tree
ensembles. The inTrees R-package (38) and random inter-
section tree algorithm (27) implement similar ideas of sim-
plifying tree ensembles to obtain a reduced set of decisions
from a forest. However, they lack the tools to interpret the
simplified decisions further. Conversely, the randomForest-
Explainer R-package (39) measures variable interactions by
counting the number of co-occurrences of features in deci-
sion trees. However, noise is not removed from tree ensem-
bles before measuring variable co-occurrences. The package
also does not generate easy to interpret results for models fit-
ted on high-dimensional data.
To better interpret fitted tree ensemble models, we developed
endoR, a framework for interpreting tree ensemble models.
endoR utilizes decisions extracted from fitted models to infer
associations between features and measures their contribu-
tion to the decision ensemble (Figure 1). The endoR work-
flow consists of extracting all decisions from a tree ensem-
ble model, simplifying them, and then calculating the impor-
tance and influence of variables and interactions among pairs
of variables. More specifically, the importance measures the
gain in predictive accuracy attributed to a variable (or an in-
teraction among a pair of variables), while the influence mea-
sures how the inclusion of a variable (or an interaction among
a pair of variables) changes model predictions. Results are
displayed as multiple intelligible plots to enhance the read-
ability of feature and interaction importances and influences.
Notably, endoR generates a decision network which visual-
izes the fitted model as follows: (i) nodes represent the fea-
tures used in the model, with their size and color encoding
the feature importance and influence (i.e., the strength and
direction of association with the response, respectively); (ii)
edges represent interaction effects on the response between
two features. Similarly, the width and color encodes the in-
teraction importance and influence, respectively.
We benchmarked endoR on both a fully simulated data set
and a real metagenome data set (40), both with an artifi-
cially generated phenotype as response. In particular, we
compared endoR with state-of-the-art procedures commonly
used for analyzing microbiome data. Altogether, our results
showed that endoR successfully extracts complex interac-
tions from tree ensemble models and performs better or com-
parable to existing methods. We then employed endoR on a
metagenome dataset published by Qin et al. (41), in which

the original study identified certain gut microbiome features
to be associated with cirrhosis. From a single application
of endoR, we were able to recover all major results of the
original study and expand upon them by identifying addi-
tional oral bacteria colonizing the gut of patients with cir-
rhosis and the depletion of bacteria associated with healthy
microbiome (42). Finally, we used endoR to explore pat-
terns of gut microbial relative abundances predictive of the
presence of Methanobacteriaceae in human guts. The pres-
ence of these methanogens was strongly associated with the
presence of members of the CAG-138 family (order Chris-
tensenellales), specifically with the Phil-1 genus, as well as
with members of the Oscillospirales order. Moreover, host
traits such as the body mass index (BMI), were not predictive
of the presence of Methanobacteriaceae, suggesting that the
microbiome composition primarily determines Methanobac-
teriaceae prevalence across human populations. Taken to-
gether, the application of endoR provides new perspectives
on the prevalence of Methanobacteriaceae in the human gut
and their plausible interactions with members of the gut mi-
crobiome.

Results
Interpreting tree ensemble models with endoR. Tree
ensemble models are often used in microbiome science, al-
though their interpretation is limited by their complexity. en-
doR overcomes this issue by taking a fitted model as in-
put and visualizing the most relevant parts of the model in
a feature importance and influence plot and a decision net-
work. It is implemented as an R-package and accepts fit-
ted RF and gradient boosted tree models (both for regression
and classification tasks) generated using the XGBoost, gbm,
randomForest, or ranger R-packages (43–46). We illustrate
the use of endoR on a data set consisting of 2147 human gut
metagenomes, with relative abundances of 520 taxa (includ-
ing species, genus, and family taxonomic rank), and an arti-
ficial phenotype. The phenotype was a binary response vari-
able taking the values ‘-1’ or ‘1’, it was simulated using 9
randomly selected taxa and a randomly generated categori-
cal variable separating samples in 4 groups (labelled a, b, c,
and d). Selected taxa could be from the species, genus, or
family taxonomic levels to mirror the range of interactions
that can occur in reality between between microbial clades
of varying taxonomic resolution. The mechanism generating
the artificial phenotype, which we use as response variable
in the classification below, is detailed in Methods and Ta-
ble 2; the taxa associated with the artificial phenotype within
each group are visualized in Figure 2 A-F. Our goal is to re-
cover as much information about the mechanism generating
the artificial phenotype as possible. For example, is it possi-
ble to determine that in Group a, high relative abundances of
Alistipes A, and high relative abundances of Marvinbryantia
sp900066075 lead to a positive value of the artificial phe-
notype? Even though Figure 2 A-F may suggest that this
is an easy classification task, it is in fact highly non-trivial;
the simulation involves high order interactions (up to order
4) in a high-dimensional setting (521 variables) with strong
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Figure 1. Description of the endoR method workflow. A/ General overview of the workflow from data acquisition to the visualization of a network. endoR is applied to
a trained classification or regression tree ensemble model. The model is first simplified into a decision ensemble, which is used to calculate the feature importance and
influence on predictions. The resultant metrics are displayed in a summary plot listing the feature importance and influence, and as a decision network. The decision network
illustrates the association between the response and single or pairs of variables, in regards to feature importance and influence. If the influence of a variable depends on other
variables, it will be visible in the network via edges between these nodes. B/ Steps taken by endoR to generate a stable network. endoR accepts tree ensemble models that
were made with the XGBoost, gbm, randomForest or ranger R-packages (43–46). Regularization is optional and consists of simplifying decisions and the decision ensemble
to reduce noise. The procedure can be repeated on B bootstraps to select stable decisions prior to constructing the final network.

dependencies between the features from real metagenomes.
Tree ensemble models such as RFs excel in these settings,
but they do not provide methods for extracting complex in-
formation about the model. This is the gap that endoR aims
to fill.

First, we fit a model that predicts the artificial phenotype from
the taxa (i.e., the relative abundances of species, genera, and
families) and the ‘group’ variable. Given the high number of
features, FS was used before fitting a RF (see Methods). The
fitted model in this case has a cross-validation (CV) general-
ization error of 85.19±2.36 for the accuracy and 0.70±0.05
for Cohen’s κ. Next, we apply endoR, which outputs two
plots: an importance and influence plot (Figure 2 H) and a
decision network (Figure 2 I-J).

The importance and influence plot shows the feature impor-
tance and influence for a single variable (Figure 2 H). The
importance measures how much a single variable improves
the overall prediction of the model; it is similar to other well-
established importance measures such as the Gini importance
(given in Figure 2 G) but is more accurate in its ranking of
variables, such that irrelevant taxa were given the lowest fea-
ture importance by endoR but not by the Gini importance
(Figure 2 G and H). As shown in our simulations below, the
endoR feature importance improves on standard importance
measures for tree ensemble models. As a complement, the
influence measures the change in predicted value due to the
variable. For binary features, it indicates whether samples

falling in that category take on average higher or lower re-
sponse variable values. For instance, Figure 2 H shows that
samples from Group d are more likely to have a ‘-1’ artifi-
cial phenotype (orange) while there is no clear association
for samples in Group a (grey). Hence, Group a is important
for predictions, but its association with the artificial pheno-
type may mostly depend on other features. For numeric fea-
tures (taxa), the influence similarly shows how the variable is
associated with the response in the final decision ensemble.
To help readability, numeric variables are split into levels de-
fined by value ranges. The number of levels is pre-specified
by the user; here, ‘low’, ‘medium’, and ‘high’ values of each
variable are assessed. If a level does not appear in the deci-
sion ensemble, its influence cannot be calculated, and so it is
left blank in the plot. Figure 2 H shows that ‘low’ relative
abundances of Alistipes A are associated with the ‘-1’ pheno-
type while ‘medium’ and ‘high’ relative abundances of this
taxon are associated with the ‘1’ phenotype. The importance
and influence plot thus provides an overview of important
features and how they affect the response on average.

The decision network allows for a more detailed analysis.
The nodes in the network correspond to each possible value
of categorical features (e.g., ‘Group a’) and levels of numer-
ical features (the level is indicated by ‘__Level’, e.g., ‘Mar-
vinbryantia__High’). The size of the node corresponds to
the importance, while the color encodes the influence. Edges
correspond to interaction effects, while size and color indi-
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Figure 2. endoR captures interactions predictive of an artificial phenotype from a random forest fitted on real metagenomes. A-E/ Real metagenomes with an
artificial phenotype (AP): samples were separated into 4 groups (labelled a-d), a binary response variable (‘1’ = blue, ‘-1’ = yellow) was simulated so that it could be predicted
from a set of decisions based on the ‘group’ categorical feature and specific, randomly chosen microbial abundance features (e.g., ‘Alistipes A’). Dashed grey lines denote
thresholds in the predetermined decisions used to make the response variable and are described in Table 2 (e.g., the response variable is ‘1’ if samples belong to Group a
and have non-null relative abundances of both Alistipes A and Marvinbryantia sp900066075). For samples in Group c, the response variable was built with an ‘OR’ rule (i.e.,
‘Group = c & ((B. clarus > 0 & Oscillibacter sp001916835 > 0) | F. prausnitzii G > 10−2)’), so each of the two sub-rules are shown in C/ and D/. F/ Ground truth network of
features derived from the response variable generation procedure described in A/. Pairs of variables predicting ‘1’ are linked by a blue edge (‘positive’) and those predicting
‘-1’ by a yellow edge (‘negative’). Variables for which high values are predictive of ‘1’ have a blue node color (‘positive’) and a yellow node color if high values are predictive of
‘-1’ (‘negative’). If high values are predictive of ‘1’ or ‘-1’ depending of other variable values (e.g., Group b predicts ‘1’ if V3 takes high values, but ‘-1’ if V3 has low values), the
color is grey (‘depends’). G-H/ Variable importances from the RF model as measured by the mean decrease in Gini impurity and endoR. The point color indicates whether the
features were used to construct the response (‘True’) and those taxonomically related to them (‘closely related’), with ‘closely related’ defined as the immediate parent or child
taxonomic classification in the taxonomy hierarchy (e.g., the Bacteroides genus is the child of the Bacteroidaceae family, while Bacteroidaceae is the parent of Bacteroides).
I/ Full decision network extracted by endoR from a RF model trained on the dataset described in A/. Only the 20 features with the highest feature importance are labelled.
The edge transparency is inversely proportional to the importance for I/ only. J/ Same network as shown in I/, but edges with lowest interaction importance were removed to
obtain paths between nodes of length≤ 3. All features are labelled.

cate importance and influence of the interaction, respectively.
Either the full network can be displayed (Figure 2 I) or only

the most important paths composed by less than three edges
(Figure 2 J). For example, in Figure 2 J, we can see that the
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network indeed separates the 4 groups into separate compo-
nents and also captures a pattern specific to Group a: high rel-
ative abundances of both Alistipes A and Marvinbryantia are
associated with a positive phenotype for samples in Group a.
Although species Marvinbryantia sp900066075 was the true
predictor in our simulation, the genus Marvinbryantia was in-
stead selected by the predictive model – likely due to the high
redundancy among these closely related features. This exam-
ple illustrates how endoR can depend on the fitted model.
If endoR is fitted on a decision ensemble directly obtained
from the true mechanism generating, rather than by fitting
a predictive model, it indeed recovers the ground truth one
(Supplementary Figure 1 A-C).

Evaluation of endoR on simulated data. In this section,
we summarize our findings from evaluating endoR on multi-
ple simulated datasets; further details and additional evalua-
tions can be found in the Supplementary Results. The eval-
uation is based on two simulation configurations. The first
configuration, referred to as fully simulated data (FSD). Un-
like our previous simulation used for demonstrating endoR,
the FSD were constructed by simulating both the features
and response variable. Features are independent from each
other, normally distributed, and all predictive associations
are known (illustrated in Supplementary Figure 2). The sec-
ond configuration, referred to as artificial phenotypes (AP),
is similar to the simulation used to demonstrate endoR, in
that AP simulations also comprise features from published
human gut metagenomes comprising 2147 samples (40) and
a response variable constructed from combinations of rela-
tive abundances of randomly chosen taxa (Figure 2). Hence,
predictive variables are dependent and not all predictive as-
sociations are known. A more detailed description of the data
is given in the Methods section.

endoR is robust to changes in hyperparameters We gen-
erated 100 FSD and 50 AP datasets, processed them with
varying endoR hyperparameters, and evaluated how these
changes affected the ability of endoR to recover correct edges
in the decision networks (Figure 3 A and D and Supplemen-
tary Figure 5 C, F, and G-J).
First, we explored the effect of α, which by construction
is supposed to control the expected number of wrong deci-
sions selected by endoR after bootstrapping. Accordingly,
the number of TP and FP edges identified by endoR also in-
creased with increasing α (Figure 3 A-B). Even for small val-
ues of α, endoR recovered many TPs while controlling for
low numbers of FPs. Furthermore, regardless of α, TP edges
were attributed the highest importances, hence resulting in
high weighted precision of final decision ensembles (Supple-
mentary Table 1).
Second, we varied the number of bootstraps on which our sta-
bility selection procedure is applied. Varying the number of
bootstrap resamples between 10, 50, and 100 for FSDs, and
10 and 90 for APs, slightly increased the precision and sensi-
tivity of endoR (Figure 3 D and Supplementary Figure 5 F),
and higher bootstrap numbers decreased the overfitting of re-
sults (Supplementary Figure 3). Generally a higher value for

B is preferable but the size is limited by computing resources
(see Supplementary Figure 8 E and F for an evaluation of
computing resources required). Our empirical results suggest
that a value between 10 and 100 is often sufficient.
Lastly, we assessed whether endoR’s performance was af-
fected by the method used for discretizing numeric value
(e.g., grouping into ‘Low’ and ‘High’ numeric values; Sup-
plementary Figure 4). endoR is indeed robust to the dis-
cretization procedure (Supplementary Results and Supple-
mentary Figure 5 G-J).

endoR improves with the accuracy of fitted models Since
endoR interprets tree ensemble models, we evaluated the in-
fluence of the accuracy of RF models on the accuracy of en-
doR. We fitted RFs to 100 FSD and 50 AP datasets and ap-
plied endoR to the models. Model accuracy was altered by
varying (i) noise levels via the r parameter (Figure 3 B-C
and Supplementary Figure 5 A-B), (ii) the number of samples
used to fit models (Figure 3 E-F),and (iii) the model complex-
ity through the number of trees in the forest (Supplementary
Figure 5 D-E). Model accuracy increased with higher num-
bers of trees, lower noise, or higher number of samples (Fig-
ure 3 B-C and E-F and Supplementary Figure 5 A-B and D-
E).
On average, the weighted precision of endoR was high, even
for low predictive model performances (i.e., small Cohen’s
κ; Figure 3 E), and it increased with RF model performance
as noise in data declined (Figure 3 B). Importantly, even for
small sample size (e.g., n = 200) endoR had high weighted
precision values (Figure 3 E). We attribute this to the regular-
ization and resampling steps used in endoR, that effectively
reduce the risk of overfitting. The endoR recall always in-
creased with higher RF predictive performance (Figure 3 C
and F). Furthermore, the variance of the recall across datasets
decreased with increased predictive performances, meaning
that although endoR produces precise networks, the proba-
bility of recovering as many true interactions as possible in-
creases with the predictive model accuracy. Taken together,
the results consistently showed that the performance of en-
doR depends on the quality of the input model (Figure 3 B
and E).

endoR outperforms state-of-the-art methods for
metagenome data analysis We utilized 50 AP datasets
to evaluate the performance of endoR relative to the state-
of-the-art (Figure 4 and Supplementary Methods). Our
evaluations included non-parametric statistical Wilcoxon
rank-sum and χ2 tests, sparse covariance matrices computed
with the sparCC (47) and graphical lasso (gLASSO, Fried-
man et al. (48)) methods, the Gini importance (19, 25), and
SHAP values (28). In particular, we used RFs to extract Gini
importances, SHAP values of single variables, and endoR
feature and interaction importances. Given that SHAP
interaction values are not readily available for RF models
in R, we fitted gradient boosted models using the xgboost
R-package (46) to extract SHAP values and interaction
values, Gini importances, and endoR feature and interaction
importances. Wilcoxon rank-sum and χ2 tests identified
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Figure 3. endoR’s performance is robust to hyperparameters and depends on input model. Simulation results based on 100 FSDs with n= 1000 observations (except
when varied in E-F) and 50 APs using all observations (A-C). In all experiments, the noise was r = 0.05 (except when varied in B-C) and endoR was applied to fitted RFs
with α= 5 (except when varied in A) and B = 10 (except when varied in D). For each dataset and parameter setting we fitted a RF and applied endoR. Then, we computed
the following three metrics: Cohen’s κ of the RF, weighted precision and recall values of the selected edges in the stable decision ensemble, and TP/FP-curves based on the
probabilities of being selected in the stable decision ensemble (see Methods). A and D/ TP/FP-curves are averaged across all datasets for a fixed parameter setting (line)
and standard deviation (shaded area) are displayed. The average number of TPs and FPs expected for a randomization null model and standard deviations, are shown in
grey. Large points indicate the average number of TPs and FPs in the stable ensembles generated by endoR. B-C and E-F/ Each point corresponds to the precision/recall
of endoR applied to a single dataset and parameter setting. The larger traced points are the averages across all datasets for a fixed parameter setting. A/ Increasing α
increases both the TPs and FPs. Small values of α effectively control the FPs without strongly impacting the recovered TPs. D/ Larger values of B are slightly better but
endoR performs well even for small values of B. B-C and E-F/ As expected decreasing the noise or increasing the number of observations improves the performance of
endoR both in terms of precision and recall. Importantly, there is a strong dependence of endoR performance on the performance of the fitted RF and endoR. Moreover,
endoR has a good precision even for small sample sizes.

single variables significantly associated with the artificial
phenotypes, while sparse covariance matrices discriminated
pairs of variables significantly correlated in one but not the
other phenotypic group.
Each of the 50 APs simulated from real metagenomes was
processed with all methods. Single variables and pairs of
variables were ranked by the output parameters of each
method and compared with the ground truth network to build
TP/FP curves (Supplementary Methods). Each curve dis-
plays the number of TP variables, or interaction effects be-
tween pairs of variables, found by each method for a given
number of FP on average across the 50 APs (Figure 4).
All methods that did not use a predictive model (i.e., non-
parametric statistical tests, sparCC, and gLASSO), per-
formed poorly, with accuracies nearly equivalent to random
guessing (Figure 4). The generally good performance of
methods based on classifiers was due to the FS step per-
formed with gRRF (21) during model training (Figure 4).
Overall, single variables were very well ranked by endoR,
SHAP, and Gini importances, with close to all TP attributable
to the highest importances before any FP (Figure 4 A). SHAP
and Gini had a better recall, but endoR was the only method
to return a subset of variables, hence limiting the number of
FP.
Interactions were identified with a higher recall by endoR
from RF than XGBoost models in these simulations (Fig-
ure 4 B), even though the average Cohen’s κ of XGBoost
models was higher compared to RFs (on average across the
50 repetitions, from the mean across 10 CV sets for each
replicate, Cohen’s κ = 0.97±0.00 and 0.91±0.03 for XG-
Boost and RF models, respectively). endoR was more ac-

curate than SHAP at ranking of interactions. Again, SHAP
recall was higher but the number of FP was limited in the en-
doR decision ensemble due to the selection of variables via
regularization. Furthermore, endoR could extract interaction
importances from RF models, while SHAP is not available in
R for this purpose (Figure 4 B). Hence, endoR outperformed
other methods in terms of accuracy of results.
We note that the summary plots generated by endoR, specif-
ically the feature importance and influence plot and the de-
cision network, enable rapid assessment of important vari-
ables and the direction of their association with the re-
sponse variable, as well as interactions between variables.
On the contrary, SHAP values are designed to inform at the
per-observation level and are not suited to provide general
overview of results, especially as p increases (Supplementary
Figures 6 and 7). Therefore, in terms of data interpretabil-
ity, endoR better suits analyses of metagenomes than SHAP,
given that (i) p is usually high, and (ii) many variable inter-
actions are expected.
We compared SHAP and endoR in regards to computational
performance. The two methods were compared on RF mod-
els only, since SHAP values are computed by the xgboost
R-package (46) while fitting the model instead of post-hoc.
SHAP values were generated from RF using the shap func-
tion from the iBreakDown R-package (49). We found en-
doR to be substantially faster than shap. Specifically, endoR
scales linearly with dataset dimensionality and sample size,
while shap scales superlinearly (Supplementary Figure 8 A
and C). As expected endoR CPU usage scaled linearly, in-
creasing with the number of bootstraps (Supplementary Fig-
ure 8 E). We note that since endoR can be trivially paral-
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Figure 4. endoR is better or as good as state-of-the-art methods at identifying true variables and pairs of variables predictive of artificial phenotypes. Average
(line) and standard deviation (area) of the number of identified true positive (TP) for a given number of false positive (FP). The average numbers of TP and FP in the endoR
final decision ensemble are indicated with points. A/ corresponds to single variables and B/ to pairs of variables across 50 replicates of artificial phenotypes. Dashed grey
lines denote the ground truth number of TP. ‘Random’ signifies results expected with a randomization null model. A/ ‘SHAP (xgboost model)’ and ‘Gini (xgboost model)’ lines
are dashed due to their overlap. B/ ‘gLASSO’ and ‘Random’ lines are dashed due to their overlap. A-B/ All methods based on fitted predictive models almost perfectly ranked
TP because of the FS step in model fitting. B/ endoR better discriminated TP from FP edges than SHAP. Only endoR does not return all features and interactions, hence
limiting the number of FPs in the final decision ensembles, although resulting in lower recall too.

lelized, endoR requires less wall-time with either B = 10
or 25 than shap for the same number of threads (Supple-
mentary Figure 8 G). endoR requires more memory than the
shap function, but both scale sublinearly with dataset di-
mensionality and require only a few gigabytes for the maxi-
mum of 100 features and 2000 observations used for the eval-
uations (Supplementary Figure 8 B, D, and F).
In summary, based on our evaluations on all simulated
datasets and phenotypes, endoR performance is comparable
or better than state-of-the-art methods in regards to identi-
fying variables and interactions of variables associated with
a response variable, while generating results that are easier
to interpret in shorter computation times. Altogether, endoR
surpasses state-of-the-art methods for analysing metagenome
data.

endoR rediscovers previously reported associations
between cirrhosis and gut microbial composition. To
illustrate the utility of endoR for microbiome studies, we
applied our proposed workflow including endoR (Figure 1)
to a previously published gut microbiome dataset compris-
ing patients diagnosed with cirrhosis versus healthy individ-
uals (41). The dataset included 130 Chinese subjects, among
which 48 % were healthy, 35 % were women, with ages vary-
ing from 18 to 78 years old (mean = 45), and BMI ranging
from 16 to 29 kg.m-2 (mean = 22). Our full model consisted
of a FS step followed by the training of a RF classifier on
the selected features. The model was fitted to predict the
disease status (i.e., ‘healthy’ or ‘cirrhosis’), of individuals
based on their age, gender, BMI, and relative abundances of
gut microorganisms derived from metagenomes (Supplemen-
tary Methods). On CV sets, it had an average Cohen’s κ of
0.73±0.08 and accuracy of 0.87±0.04.
endoR identified 25 stable decisions that used 20 features
(Supplementary Results). Many taxa used in the stable net-
work generated by endoR were taxonomically closely related
to taxa identified in the original study, with ‘closely related’
defined as the immediate parent or child taxonomic clas-
sification in the taxonomy hierarchy (e.g., the Bacteroides
genus is the child of the Bacteroidaceae family, while Bac-
teroidaceae is the parent of Bacteroides) (Figure 5 and Sup-

plementary Figure 9 A). Namely, Veillonella parvula and
Streptococcus were confirmed as being enriched in individ-
uals with cirrhosis (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 9 C
and D), as observed by studies on different cohorts (12, 50).
Moreover, while the Megasphaera genus was significantly
enriched in cirrhotic individuals in the original study, endoR
further identified that the species Megasphaera micronuci-
formis was the most important one to discriminate gut micro-
biomes of healthy individuals from those of cirrhotic individ-
uals (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 9 B). The species
was detected in 24 % of healthy individuals versus 85 % of
individuals with cirrhosis. Additionaly, for the samples in
which Megasphaera micronuciformis was detected, the av-
erage abundance was 10 times lower in healthy individuals
compared to cirrhotic ones (respectively, 0.40± 1.50 · 10−4

and 4.26±10.41 ·10−4). Intriguingly, neither the genus nor
the species were identified in other cohorts (12, 50). Thus, M.
micronuciformis may be a marker of cirrhosis specific to the
Chinese cohort sampled by Qin et al. (41). We note that M.
micronuciformis was originally isolated from a liver abscess
and pus sample (51).

Certain associations identified in the original study were not
detected by endoR (Supplementary Figure 9 A). This can
be partially explained by the stringent feature selection step
in our model construction, which reduced the feature space
from 922 to 81 taxa. For instance, significantly lower relative
abundances of Alistipes (family Rikenellaceae) were found
in individuals with cirrhosis by (41) and in other cohorts
(12, 50). In our analysis, relative abundances of Alistipes
were not used by the model to classify diseased and healthy
samples (Figure 4), which is likely due to the large overlap
in Alistipes relative abundance distributions between healthy
and cirrhotic individuals (Supplementary Figure 9 F). How-
ever, Rikenella microfusus, the other genus of the Rikenel-
laceae family detected in the dataset, showed lower over-
lap in relative abundances between cirrhosis (depleted) and
healthy individuals (enriched); thus, it was selected and used
by the model (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure 9 F). In an-
other example, the Pasteuralleceae family was found to be
enriched in cirrhotic individuals with endoR but not in the
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Figure 5. endoR recapitulates previous findings on differences in gut microbiomes between healthy individuals and patients diagnosed with cirrhosis. A/ Feature
importance aggregated across each level of discretized variables and influence per-level as determined by endoR . Levels correspond to the categories a discrete variable
can take, and so here to relative abundance groups created by endoR (i.e., whether samples had ‘Low’, ‘Medium’ or ‘High’ relative abundances of each taxon). ‘closely
related’ designates taxa that are the direct parent or child taxonomic classification of a taxon originally associated with disease status in Qin et al. (41). White boxes in the
influence plot signify that the level was not used in any stable decision; thus, the influence could not be calculated. B/ Decision network extracted from the stable decision
ensembles. See Figure 2 for the description of the network; the boxed legend is shared for A and B.

original study (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 9 A and
G). However, the two most abundant genera in the Pasteurel-
laceae family, the Haemophilus and Aggregatibacter genera,
were identified as differently enriched in healthy versus cir-
rhosis individuals by Qin et al. (41) (Figure 4 and Supple-
mentary Figure 9 A and H). In conclusion, some of the dis-
crepancies between our analysis and the original study may
be due to our use of a RF model, which can integrate non-
linear associations. Also, our feature selection step selected
taxa often closely related to the genera identified in the orig-
inal study, indicating that these sister taxa are actually more
predictive of cirrhosis when using a RF model.
endoR identified new associations between cirrhosis and the
gut microbiome. Among others, we found additional oral-
microbiome associated taxa to be enriched in cirrhotic indi-
viduals. For instance, endoR revealed an important enrich-
ment in the Leptotrichia genus in individuals with cirrhosis
(Figure 5 A). This taxon is part of the oral microbiome (52)
and is enriched in patients with periodontal disease (53). In
addition, endoR identified an enrichment of the oral-taxon
Kingella denitrificans, a member of Neisseriaceae (52), in in-
dividuals with cirrhosis (Figure 5 A). Altogether, these find-
ings support the hypothesis of Qin et al. (41), in which oral
commensals colonized the guts of patients with liver cirrho-
sis.
Our analysis also revealed an important depletion of Adler-
creutzia equolifaciens, a bacterium associated with healthy

individuals (42) (Figure 5 A and Supplementary Figure 9 E).
Additionally, the decision network extracted from the stable
decision ensemble contained only a few edges (Figure 5 B),
meaning that a few interaction effects of bacteria on cirrhosis
were found. Hence, our analysis suggests few higher order
interactions among gut microbiota in relation to cirrhosis.

New insights into the ecology of human gut
Methanobacteriaceae. We utilized endoR to gain insight
into the factors influencing the prevalence of Methanobac-
teriaceae in the human gut. We focused on this microbial
clade because (i) Methanobacteriaceae are the most preva-
lent and abundant archaea in the human gut (54, 55), (ii)
methanogenic archaea influence bacterial fermentation via
H2 consumption (56–58), (iii) species of Methanobacteri-
aceae have been shown to form a complex trophic network
with certain bacteria (2, 55, 58–64), and (iv) Methanobacte-
riaceae have been associated with various host phenotypes
such as constipation and slow transit (65, 66), non-western
diet (67–69), and body mass index (BMI) (58, 59, 70–78).
Therefore, Methanobacteriaceae is a prime candidate for the
application of endoR to resolve how this clade associates with
bacterial taxa and host factors (e.g., BMI).
Metagenomes gathered for this analysis comprised 2203 in-
dividuals from 26 studies living in 23 countries across the
globe (Supplementary Tables 7 and 8). Participants varied in
ages from 19 to 84 years old, with a median and mean age
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of 33 and 40 years old, respectively. BMI ranged from 16.02
to 36.41 kg.m-2, with median and mean values of 23.27 and
24.03 kg.m-2. Women comprised 62.30 % of individuals, and
76.53 % of individuals were from westernized populations
(79, 80).
We trained tree ensemble models to predict the presence of
Methanobacteriaceae in the human gut by using taxon and
metabolic pathway relative abundances, host descriptors, and
metadata (see the Supplementary Tables 7 and 8, for a de-
scription of samples, host descriptors and metadata included,
and Supplementary Methods, and Supplementary Figure 10,
for a description of model selection and fitting). Metadata
comprised the number of reads and dataset names, and both
were always included for feature selection and fitting of
the classifier to make sure that algorithms could correct for
these variables, if necessary (e.g., in case of batch effects)
(81). To evaluate the association between the presence of
Methanobacteriaceae and host descriptors with incomplete
information across samples (no age, BMI, and gender infor-
mation was reported for 528, 1183, and 432 individuals, re-
spectively), we subset observations to the 748 samples with
complete information and applied our model fitting proce-
dure. The best performing model had an average accuracy of
0.80±0.03 and Cohen’s κ of 0.55±0.06, based on unseen ob-
servations (Supplementary Table 9). Age, BMI, and gender
were never selected across any CV set of this model. There-
fore, they were excluded from further analyses and only hu-
man descriptors with complete information were included in
the set of variables used to select the final model on all 2203
observations, such as country of sampling (Supplementary
Table 8).
The final model accuracy and Cohen’s κ was 0.82±0.01 and
0.60±0.03, respectively (Supplementary Methods, and Sup-
plementary Table 9). For the purpose of data interpretation
via endoR, we trained a model on all observations and in-
cluded 107 features selected by the taxa-aware gRRF algo-
rithm as well as the metadata (Supplementary Figure 11 B).
A stable decision ensemble was extracted from the predic-
tive model using endoR with α= 5 and 100 bootstrap resam-
ples. The ensemble comprised 60 decisions that could make
predictions on all samples, with an average decision error of
0.40±0.07 and support of 0.37±0.12 (Supplementary Table
10). A total of 34 features were used in decisions to predict
the presence of Methanobacteriaceae (Figure 6 A and Sup-
plementary Table 11). Feature importances were consistent
between endoR and the mean decrease in Gini index (Sup-
plementary Figure 11).
Both the CAG-138 family (order Christensenellales, class
Clostridia) and the Phil-1 genus within CAG-138 had the
highest feature importances (Figure 6 A). The Oscillospi-
rales order (class Clostridia) was over-represented in fea-
tures used by endoR compared to what would be expected
by random (p-value = 10−3, Supplementary Table 12), with
15 taxa from this order of the 272 taxonomic features (fam-
ily, genera, and species) detected in the dataset and included
in decisions (Figure 6 A). The RF39 order (class Bacilli) was
also over-represented (p-value = 10−3, Supplementary Table

12). Most taxa belonged to the Clostridia class (26 taxa, Sup-
plementary Table 11) and had relatively higher importances
compared to other features. Accordingly, the relative abun-
dance of the Clostridia class was significantly associated with
the presence of Methanobacteriaceae (Wilcoxon rank-sum
test, p-value = 1.18·10−20, Supplementary Figure 12).

We note that none of the host descriptors or metabolic path-
ways were predictive, indicating that microbiome taxonomic
composition may be more important for determining the
prevalence of Methanobacteriaceae. However, we must ac-
knowledge that (i) host descriptors were limited, and (ii)
metabolic pathway diversity was likely undersampled. In-
terestingly, the model identified a cofounding effect due to
possible dataset bias: samples from the LouisS_2016 study
were indeed depleted in Methanobacteriaceae. This dataset
comprised 92 stool samples from German individuals, of
which Methanobacteriaceae was never detected. The au-
thors utilized a non-standard DNA extraction protocol (85),
which may explain the lack of Methanobacteriaceae detec-
tion, given that extraction protocols differ substantially in
their lysis efficiency of methanogenic archaea (86, 87).

To assess whether bacterial taxa selected by endoR may be
part of a H2-based syntrophic network, we estimated the
number of genes involved in H2 production and consumption
for the 33 taxon features (Figure 6 B). Specifically, we uti-
lized representative genomes and assessed (i) genes coding
for hydrogenases involved in H2 production, H2 consump-
tion, both (bidirectional), or H2 sensing (84), (ii) genes in-
volved exclusively in sulfate reduction (dsrA and dsrB) (82),
and (iii) genes involved in acetogenesis (fhs) (83) (Figure 6 B
and Supplementary Figure 13). To determine which of these
genes were enriched among the endoR-selected features, we
conducted a gene set enrichment analysis (88) based on en-
doR importance values. When we grouped genes by function
(e.g., ‘H2 uptake’ or ‘SRB’), H2-production and acetogens
were significantly enriched, while bidirectional hydrogenases
were depleted (adjusted p-value < 10−3, Figure 6 C). In par-
ticular, 22 of the 33 taxa possessed more than 20 copies of
genes coding for hydrogenases involved in H2-production
(Figure 6 B). At the per-gene level, the acetogen marker
gene (fhs), along with the H2-producing [FeFe] Group A1,
A3, and B hydrogenases were significantly enriched, while
many [NiFe] hydrogenases were significantly depleted (ad-
justed p-values < 10−2, Figure 6 E). Furthermore, there was
a clear gradient of higher O2 sensitivity for enriched hydro-
genases and increased O2 tolerance for depleted hydroge-
nases (Figure 6 D). These results suggest that Methanobacte-
riaceae co-occurs with acetogens and H2-producing bacteria
possessing [FeFe] hydrogenases, while the negative associa-
tion between bacteria possessing O2-tolerant [NiFe] hydro-
genases suggests O2 exposure may be a common cause of
Methanobacteriaceae absence.

Interestingly, the endoR decision network showed a strong
positive association between Phil-1 and the four taxa with
the highest number of dsrA and dsrB gene copies: Clostridi-
aceae, Peptostreptococcaceae, Blautia A sp900120195, and
Marvinbryantia sp900066075 (Figure 6 B and E). The influ-
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Figure 6. Relative abundances (RA) of Oscillospirales, Christensenellales and other bacteria define a gradient favorable to colonization of human guts by
Methanobacteriaceae. A/ Feature importance and influence for each taxa used by the decision ensemble generated by endoR. Taxonomic levels are indicated with label
prefixes: ‘f_’ = family, ‘g_’ = genus, and ‘s_’ = species, while taxonomic orders are indicated via bar and label colors. Levels correspond to ‘Low’ and ‘High’ relative abundances
of taxa. B/ Sum of gene copy numbers of marker genes involved in H2 production and consumption (see Methods and Supplementary Table 13), for endoR selected features.
SRB: dsrA and dsrB genes exclusively involved in sulfate reduction (82); Acetogen: fhs gene involved in acetogenesis (83); other categories correspond to hydrogenases
predicted functions as determined by the HydDB database: H2 production (H2-prod.), H2 uptake (H2-upt.), sensory (84). Boxes are white for taxa for which genes were
not detected in their genomes. The cross indicates ‘Non applicable’ (for the ‘dataset_nameLouisS_2016’ feature). C-D/ Effect sizes from gene set enrichment analyses
performed at the gene function (C/) or for each gene (D/), bars are colored by the adjusted p-values (Adj. p). D/ Bars are colored by gene function. The predicted O2
tolerance of hydrogenases and electron (e-) donor or acceptor are indicated by colored boxes on the right of the plot (84). Asterisks denote significance (adjusted p-value <
0.05). E/ Decision network in which nodes correspond to individual features and edges correspond to pairwise interactions. Nodes and edges colors describe the feature and
interaction influence; their sizes and widths are proportional to their importances. Nodes with an importance≥ than 0.3 but not connected are shown. Taxa with a gene copy
number≥ 30 for H2-production and≥ 20 for SRB genes are highlighted in yellow and green, respectively. The boxed legend applies to A, B, and E.

ence of these H2-consumers is not pronounced, but the in-
teraction effect between the relative abundances of these taxa
and the high relative abundances of Phil-1 is clearly associ-
ated with the presence of Methanobacteriaceae (Figure 6 E).
While sulfate reducers generally out-compete methanogens
for H2 (89, 90), Phil-1 may generate enough to allevi-
ate H2 competition. Alternatively, the sulfate reducers or
Methanobacteriaceae may be utilizing alternative substrates

for growth.

Discussion
Applying machine learning to microbiome data has increased
in popularity due to the approach’s compatibility with the
high-dimensional, compositional, and zero-inflated proper-
ties of amplicon and shotgun metagenome data (15, 16,
18). However, interpreting machine learning models to gain
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mechanistic insight into processes underpinning microbial
diversity and ecosystem functioning can be challenging. We
showed, through extensive validation on simulated and real
microbiome data, that our proposed procedure endoR ad-
dresses these difficulties by recovering and visualizing the
important components of tree based machine learning mod-
els. First, the accuracy of identifying important features
and the interactions among features surpassed or at least ri-
valed existing state-of-the-art methods (Figure 4). Second,
the feature importance and influence plots and decision net-
works generated by endoR were straight-forward to inter-
pret and provided more information than existing methods
(Figure 2 H-J versus Figure 2 G, Supplementary Figures 6
and 7). Third, endoR was robust to the choice of hyperparam-
eters (Figure 3 A and D) and, by including several regular-
ization steps (e.g., resampling inspired by stability selection
(91)), effectively controlled false discoveries, even in settings
with small sample sizes (Figure 3 E). Fourth, endoR is flex-
ible: it can be applied to both random forests and gradient
boosted trees, which themselves can be applied to both re-
gression and classification tasks involving various types of
features (e.g., microbial abundances and metadata). Finally,
endoR is substantially more computationally efficient than,
for example, SHAP (Supplementary Figure 8 A-D, and G),
which is a common approach for ML model interpretation
(31, 35, 92, 93).

Our re-evaluation of healthy and cirrhotic individuals ini-
tially assessed by Qin et al. (41) highlights the ability of
endoR to detect known microbe-disease associations while
also revealing how microbial features interact in regards to
disease status (Figure 5). For example, the feature impor-
tance calculated by endoR highlighted the main microbial
factors previously shown to distinguish cirrhotic and healthy
individuals – particularly emphasizing the importance of M.
micronuciformis and V. parvula. Notably, our approach re-
vealed microbe-disease associations not identified in the orig-
inal study. endoR found additional bacteria common in the
oral microbiome to be enriched in gut microbiome of cir-
rhotic individuals, among which one was associated with
periodontitis (53), a condition more prevalent in individuals
with alcohol-related cirrhosis, presumably due to a decrease
in oral hygiene (94). endoR also found Adlercreutzia equo-
lifaciens to be depleted in individuals with cirrhosis (Fig-
ure 5 A). This bacterium is associated with healthy indi-
viduals compared to ones suffering from primary sclerosing
cholangitis, which can lead to cirrhosis (42).

Given the importance of methanogens for mediating bacte-
rial fermentation via syntrophic H2 exchange, we applied
endoR to understand which bacteria and host factors deter-
mine the presence of Methanobacteriaceae, the dominant
methanogenic clade in the human gut. Our extensive dataset,
comprising a global collection of 2203 samples from 26 stud-
ies, allowed for a robust assessment across disparate hu-
man populations. endoR identified 33 bacterial clades to
be predictive of Methanobacteriaceae’s presence. In par-
ticular, we confirmed the strong association previously ob-
served between Methanobacteriaceae and members of the

Christensenellales order (58–62), particularly with the un-
cultured CAG-138 family (Figure 6 A). We also found mem-
bers of the order RF39 (class Bacilli) to be positively associ-
ated with Methanobacteriaceae. This is consistent with find-
ings from (59) who described that RF39 and Methanobac-
teriaceae belong to a consortium of co-occurring taxa, with
Christensenellales forming the central hub. RF39 are uncul-
tivated microorganisms with very small genomes and are pre-
dicted to be acetogens (95, 96). Hence, the co-occurrence of
RF39 and Methanobacteriaceae may be a result of their affin-
ity for H2 produced by Christensenellales. Nonetheless, con-
trary to other H2-consumers, no interaction effect was found
between members of the RF39 order and Christensenellales
for predicting the presence of Methanobacteriaceae (Fig-
ure 6 E). As acetogenesis is a facultative metabolic pathway
and RF39 are predicted to produce H2 (96), H2 syntrophy
may be an additional underlying mechanism of the associa-
tion between members of the RF39 order and Methanobacte-
riaceae.

Our findings highlight the importance of H2 production and
consumption for predicting the presence of Methanobac-
teriaceae (Figure 6). Clades known to include acetogens
and SRB were among the taxa positively associated with
Methanobacteriaceae, which would seem to indicate com-
petition for H2; nonetheless, all competitors were positively
associated and seemingly can coexist (Figure 6 A-B). High
rates of H2 production may mitigate this competition. In-
deed, H2-producing [FeFe] hydrogenases have very high
turnover rates compared to [NiFe] hydrogenases (97), and
they were the only hydrogenases enriched among the endoR-
selected bacteria (Figure 6 D). Moreover, the enriched [FeFe]
hydrogenases are O2 labile (84), utilize the low redox elec-
tron carrier ferredoxin (98), and are associated with obli-
gate anaerobes (99). This contrasts the generally O2-tolerant
[NiFe] hydrogenases not utilizing ferredoxin and that were
depleted among endoR-selected taxa (84). These findings
suggest that intestinal aerobiosis may mediate the presence of
both Methanobacteriaceae and bacteria positively associated
with the clade due to the low redox required for methanogen-
esis, along with the O2 sensitivity of Methanobacteriaceae
and the bacterial H2 producers possessing [FeFe] hydroge-
nases. The absence of both Methanobacteriaceae and these
H2 producers may indicate epithelial oxygenation resulting
from diseases such as IBD or ulcerative colitis (100–102). In-
deed, a decline in Methanobacteriaceae taxa has been asso-
ciated with IBD, ulcerative colitis, and Crohn’s disease (103–
105).

Intestinal transit times may also be a factor determining
Methanobacteriaceae’s prevalence. Many of the endoR-
selected bacteria are members of the Oscillospiraceae fam-
ily whose members are predicted to have slow replication
times and would thus benefit from slow transit times (106).
Similarly, Methanobacteriaceae species have generally slow
replication rates and are associated with increased transit
time (107, 108). Moreover, CH4 can slow peristalsis (109),
hence methanogenesis may be indirectly promoting the per-
sistence of Oscillospiraceae species via manipulating host
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physiology.
Still, no host factors were predictive, including BMI, while
previous work has shown associations between Methanobac-
teriaceae taxa (or methanogens assessed in aggregate) with
either anorexic, lean or obese phenotypes, depending on the
study (58, 59, 67–78). These contradictory findings among
existing studies, and our lack of association between BMI
and Methanobacteriaceae, suggest that population-specific
or study-specific factors mediate this association. While
endoR could identify such context-dependent associations,
our aggregated dataset may not contain the relevant fac-
tors (e.g., diet or other lifestyle factors). Westernization
status was also not predictive of Methanobacteriaceae, al-
though taxa in this clade have been found to be enriched in
certain non-westernized populations such as Matses hunter-
gatherers (67, 68), traditionally agricultural Tunapuco (67),
or Columbians in the midst of westernization (110). The
categorization of ‘westernized’ versus ‘non-westernized’ is
likely overly broad to accurately predict Methanobacteri-
aceae across disparate human populations (Supplementary
Figure 14 H-K). Indeed, not all studies have shown enrich-
ment of Methanobacteriaceae in ‘non-westernized’ popula-
tions (80, 111, 112).

In summary, endoR advances the state-of-the-art for inter-
preting machine learning models trained on microbiome am-
plicon and shotgun metagenome data. We note that regard-
less of the ML model interpretation method, poor model per-
formance will generate misleading interpretations. Our eval-
uations of endoR’s accuracy in regards to the tree ensemble
model accuracy provide an explicit guideline for evaluating
the trustworthiness of model interpretations generated by en-
doR. Moreover, we provide sensible parameter defaults that
will often lead to robust results, but we emphasize the care-
ful consideration of parameters based on our extensive eval-
uations. As we show with our validations and application
to gut-inhabiting Methanobacteriaceae, endoR produces ro-
bust and informative model interpretations. These allow re-
searchers to gain insight into the biological mechanisms un-
derpinning ML model predictive performance and help guide
controlled experimentation to directly test such mechanisms.

Methods
This section is divided into three parts: (i) a detailed de-
scription of endoR, (ii) a summary of the evaluation metrics,
and (iii) an overview of the simulated and real data. Further
methodological details and the technical implementation are
covered in the Supplementary Methods.

Description of endoR. endoR takes a fitted tree-based ML
prediction model and extracts a regularized decision ensem-
ble. Based on this decision ensemble it computes decision,
feature, and interaction importance and influence metrics by
assessing their individual contribution to the overall predic-
tion. These metrics are visualized in easy-to-interpret plots
that can be used to gain insights into the fitted model. In the
following, we describe the mathematical details underlying

the decision ensembles and metrics, explain how endoR reg-
ularizes the decision ensemble, and present how results are
visualized.

Rules, decisions and decision ensembles. Let
x = (x1, . . . ,xp)∈Rp represent p features (numeric or factor
variables, e.g., relative abundances of taxa and host gender),
y ∈ R a response variable, and assume we have observed a
sample of n observations (x1,y1), . . . ,(xn,yn) ∈Rp+1. Our
framework is able to handle both regression (y continuous)
and binary classification (y binary); endoR transforms
multi-class classification tasks to binary problems (one class
versus all others).
A rule is a function r : Rp→{0,1} of the form

r(x) = 1Xr (x) =
p∏
j=1

1X j
r
(xj),

where Xr =X 1
r ×·· ·×X

p
r ⊆Rp. We define a decision to be

a tuple D = {rD, ŷD} consisting of a rule rD and a con-
stant prediction ŷD. The prediction ŷD is computed dur-
ing model fitting following any pre-defined estimation pro-
cedure (e.g., least-squares) and should be thought of as a
good approximation of y on the sample support SD := {i ∈
{1, . . . ,n}|rD(xi) = 1}, the subset of samples following the
rule. Decisions are the building blocks of a large class of non-
parametric ML models such as random forests and boosted
trees. These models combine many decisions to construct
high-capacity prediction procedures. Any such model can be
seen as a collection of decisions D = {D1, . . . ,DM}, which
we call a decision ensemble, together with an appropriate
method for aggregating the predictions (20).
For every subset of observations S ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}, we define
the error function α(S, ·) : R→ R either as the mean resid-
ual sum of squares in the case of regression, or by the mean
misclassification error in the case of binary classification, for-
mally,

α(S, ŷ) := 1
|S|
∑
i∈S

(yi− ŷ)2

or

α(S, ŷ) := 1
|S|
∑
i∈S

(
1− (ŷ)yi(1− ŷ)1−yi

)
,

respectively. For a fixed decision D and a variable xj , or pair
of variables {xj ,xk}, we define the complement decisionDc

j ,
or Dc

j,k, to be the decision resulting from modifying the rule
rD to have the complement support for the variable xj , or
for the pair of variables {xj ,xk}. Additionally, we define the
decisions Drm

j and Drm
j,k to be the decisions resulting from

removing the variable xj , or the pair of variables {xj ,xk},
from the rule rD. See the Supplementary Methods, and Sup-
plementary Figure 15, for a visualization of these modified
decisions. The predictions ŷDc

j
, ŷDc

j,k
, ŷDrm

j
and ŷDrm

j,k
are

each updated based on the new rule.
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For a variable xj , we define the set of active decisions as
Dj := {D ∈ D|X jrD 6= R}, which is the subset of decisions
which depend on xj . Likewise, the set of active decisions of
a pair of variables {xj ,xk} is defined as Dj,k :=Dj ∩Dk.

Decision importance. For a decision D ∈ D, we define the
decision importance by

ID :=
(

1− α(SD, ŷD)
α(SD, ȳ)

)
· |SD|.

This quantifies the improvement of predicting y on the sup-
port SD with ŷD instead of with the full sample average
ȳ := 1

n

∑n
i=1 yi. It is weighted by the size of the decision’s

support.
For regression and binary classification,

(
1− α(SD,ŷD)

α(SD,ȳ)

)
corresponds to the coefficient of determination (or R2) (113)
and Cohen’s κ (114), respectively, computed on the subsam-
ple SD. Thus, the decision importance is a quality measure
that incorporates both the support size and predictive perfor-
mance of the decision.

Feature and interaction importance. For a variable xj , we de-
fine the decision-wise feature importance

δjD := α(SD, ŷDrm
j

)−α(SD, ŷD),

as the difference in predictive performance on SD between
ŷD and ŷDrm

j
(i.e., utilizing versus not utilizing information

about xj for the prediction, Supplementary Figure 15).
For a pair of variables {xj ,xk}, the decision-wise interaction
importance

δj,kD :=
√
δjDδ

k
D

is the product of the decision-wise feature importances of xj

and xk. We use the square root to ensure that the interaction
importance remains on the same scale as the feature impor-
tance.
The feature importance and interaction importance,

Fj :=
∑
D∈D

δjDID and Fj,k :=
∑
D∈D

δj,kD ID,

respectively, are then obtained by summing decision-wise
feature and interaction importances over all decisions in D
weighted by the decision importance. High values of the fea-
ture and interaction importances indicate that the variable, or
pair of variables, contribute strongly to important decisions.

Feature and interaction influence and direction. For every
decision D and variable xj , we define the direction indica-
tor djD ∈ {−1,1} to express whether a rule predominantly
uses small or large values of that variable (see Supplementary
Methods). And, we calculate ηj,k := sign

(∑
D∈Dj,k (djD ·

dkD · ID)
)

to record whether variables {xj ,xk} are each as-
sociated with y in the same direction.

To measure the influence of a feature, or pair of features, on
the prediction ŷD of a decision, we proceed similarly as with
the feature importance, though we now compare actual pre-
dictions instead of errors of predictions on SD.
We define for a variable xj and a pair of variables {xj ,xk},
the decision-wise feature influence and decision-wise inter-
action influence as

γjD := djD(ŷD− ŷDrm
j

) and γj,kD :=
djD +dkD

2 (ŷD− ŷDrm
j,k

).

A large positive value of γjD indicates that large values of xj

are positively associated with the response y on the support
of the rule, while negative values of γjD imply a negative as-
sociation. Likewise, a large value of γj,kD indicates that large
values of both {xj ,xk} are positively associated with y, and
γj,kD is negative when small values of both {xj ,xk} are neg-
atively associated with y. In addition, γj,kD is equal to zero
when the directions of association of the variables xj and xk

with y are opposite.
We assess the overall feature influence of a feature xj , and in-
teraction influence of pair of variables {xj ,xk}, by averaging
the decision-wise feature and interaction influences, respec-
tively,

Γj := 1∑
D∈Dj ID

∑
D∈Dj

γjDID

and

Γj,k := 1∑
D∈Dj,k ID

∑
D∈Dj,k

γj,kD ID.

Regularization of the decision ensemble. We propose sev-
eral procedures to regularize the decision ensemble and so
reduce the noise by including a simplicity bias. Procedures
are briefly introduced here but are presented in detail in the
Supplementary Methods.

Decision-wise regularization The optional first and second
steps involve discretization of numeric variables (into 2 cat-
egories by default) and pruning of rules. Pruning consists
of removing variables from decisions that do not substan-
tially participate in a decision (i.e., for which the difference
in errors of the decision with and without the variable is low)
(38). After each decision-wise simplification step, decisions
consisting of the same rules are grouped, the multiplicity is
recorded (i.e., how many decisions have been collapsed into
the simplified decision) and the prediction, error, support,
and importances are re-computed based on the updated rule.
Lastly, the decision importance is weighted by the decision
multiplicity.

Decision ensemble stability At this stage, the decision en-
semble will often be large and still include poorly predictive
decisions. In addition, the metrics (e.g., feature and interac-
tion importances) may have a tendency to overfit. To avoid
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these issues, endoR implements an option to simplify the de-
cision ensemble by running all decision-wise regularization
steps and decisions metric calculations onB bootstrap resam-
ples of the data (this does not include refitting the prediction
model). endoR then simplifies the decision ensemble by only
keeping decisions that are returned consistently across boot-
strap resamples. This approach is motivated by the stability
selection procedure due to (91). More specifically, for user-
selected parameters α ∈ R>0 and πthr ∈ (0.5,1] (πthr = 0.7
and α = 1 by default), the q most important decisions of
each bootstrap resample are recorded and those appearing
in at least πthr ·B of the resampled decision ensembles are
then selected. Motivated by the theoretical results of (91) on
controlling the expected number of false discoveries (α cor-
responds to the expected number of false discoveries in this
context), we select q to be

q =
⌊

max
{

1,
√

(2πthr−1) ·α ·d
}⌋
,

where d is the average number of decisions across all boot-
strap resamples. For each decision in the stable decision en-
semble, the decision-wise influence and importance are av-
eraged across the resampled decision ensembles, and the in-
fluence and importance are re-computed as described above.
By default, bootstrapping is performed on B = 10 resamples
of size n/2.

Visualization: Decision network and importance/influence
plot. After extacting a regularized decision emsemble and
computing all metrics, endoR visualizes the results in a fea-
ture importance plot, a feature influence plot, and a decision
network (summarized in Figure 1 A and exemplified in Fig-
ure 2 H-J). Both the feature importance and influence plots
show only the main effects of variables that appear in the final
regularized decision ensemble. For the influence plot, white
blocks indicate either that the discretized level did not appear
in the final decision ensemble or that it is a binary variable.
In the decision network, nodes correspond to single variables
and edges to interaction effects on the response between two
nodes. Sizes represent feature and interaction importances,
while colors describe feature and interaction influences. In
addition, the edge type indicates the interaction direction, so
that it is either a solid line if on average the pair of variables
have the same sign (i.e., positively associated variables), or a
dashed line, if not.

Datasets.

Simulated datasets. We generated n independent observa-
tions of a random vector (Y,K,V 1, . . . ,V 12) as follows.
Let V 1, . . .V 12 be independentN (0.5,1) distributed random
predictive variables, let K, a multiclass feature, be uniformly
distributed over the categories {a,b,c,d}. The binary re-
sponse Y is set by the rules in Table 1, its sign is changed
with a probability r to add noise.
We used this data generating mechanism as a very simple
model to evaluate our method as the underlying mechanism
is fully understood here. For readers unfamiliar with abstract

Table 1. Predetermined decision rules to generate the response variable from the
simulated datasets.

Decision rule Response
Group = ‘a’ & V1>0 & V2>0 1
Group = ‘a’ & V1≤0 & V2≤0 1
Group = ‘a’ & V1>0 & V2≤0 -1
Group = ‘a’ & V1≤0 & V2>0 -1

Group = ‘b’ & V3>0 1
Group = ‘b’ & V3≤0 -1

Group = ‘c’ & V4>0 & V5>0 1
Group = ‘c’ & V4≤0 & V5≤0 -1
Group = ‘d’ & V6≤0 & V7>0 -1
Group = ‘d’ & V6>0 & V7≤0 1

simulation settings, it may be helpful to think about the vari-
ables V 1, . . . ,V 12 as (re-scaled) microbial abundances, the
categories a to d as phenotypes such as age groups and the
response variable Y as a disease indicator, with 1 and −1 en-
coding healthy and diseased, respectively. A single replicate
of the data with parameters n = 1000 and r = 0.05 is given
in Supplementary Figure 2 A-D.
When evaluating endoR on this simulated data (see Results)
we used a RF model fitted with the randomForest R-package
(43). Details on the fitted model and the parameter settings
of endoR are provided in the Supplementary Methods.

Artificial phenotypes. To assess the performance of endoR
under more realistic microbiome conditions, we addition-
ally evaluated it on a real metagenomic dataset with a sim-
ulated response variable. We call this the artificial pheno-
types data set, to stress that while the features are real metage-
nomic measurements, we artificially construct groups and a
response variable, hence providing a known ground truth of
the underlying model. The artificial phenotype designate the
response variable.
We used the same collection of human gut metagenome
datasets as in (115), with additional sample exclusion criteria
and identical sequence processing (Supplementary Methods).
The dataset comprised 2147 samples from 19 studies, with
relative abundances of families, genera and species with a
prevalence above 25 % (p= 520 taxa; Supplementary Meth-
ods).
Based on this data, we artificially constructed a multi-class
phenotypic variable K, uniformly distributed over the cate-
gories {a,b,c,d} for the replicate presented in Figure 2 A-
E and 8, or {a,b,c} otherwise. Within each group, combi-
nations of randomly picked taxa with a prevalence higher
than 50 % were used to determine the sign of the response
variable Y (for the replicate in Figure 2 A-E and 8, see Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 2 A-E; otherwise, see the pooled list of rules
from which decisions were drawn in Supplementary Table 2).
Noise was added by changing the group label with a proba-
bility r: new group labels were drawn from {a,b,c,d,e} for
the replicate in Figure 2 A-E and 8, and from {a,b,c,d} oth-
erwise.
We evaluated endoR on these artificial phenotypes based on
fitted RFs and boosted trees, generated via the randomForest
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Table 2. Predetermined decision rules based on the making of the artificial pheno-
types.

Decision rule Response
Group = ‘a’ & t1 > 0 & t2 > 0 1

Group = ‘a’ & t1 ≤ 0 -1
Group = ‘a’ & t2 ≤ 0 -1

Group = ‘b’ & t3 > 0.1 & t4 > 0.003 1
Group = ‘b’ & t3 ≤ 0.1 -1

Group = ‘b’ & t4 ≤ 0.003 -1
Group = ‘c’ & t5 > 0 & t6 > 0 & t7 > 0.01 1

Group = ‘c’ & t7 > 0.01 1
Group = ‘c’ & t5 > 0 & t6 > 0 1

Group = ‘c’ & t5 ≤ 0 & t6 ≤ 0 & t7 ≤ 0.01 -1
Group = ‘c’ & t5 ≤ 0 & t7 ≤ 0.01 -1
Group = ‘c’ & t6 ≤ 0 & t7 ≤ 0.01 -1

Group = ‘d’ & t8 ≤ 3.98 ·10−4 & t9 > 0 1
Group = ‘d’ & t8 > 3.98 ·10−4 -1

Group = ‘d’ & t9 ≤ 0 -1
ti, i ∈ {1, ...,9} were randomly sampled from the variables of the

metagenomes detected in more than 50% of the samples.

and xgboost R-packages, respectively (43, 46). To addition-
ally regularize the ML models, we combined them with FS
and cross-validation (CV). All details on the fitted ML mod-
els and the parameter choices for endoR are provided in the
Supplementary Methods. Each model was processed with
endoR using default parameters (i.e., K = 2, B = 10, and
α = 5; Figure 3 A-C and 4, and Supplementary Figures 5 F,
I-J, 3, and 4). For the replicate in Figure 2, numeric variables
were discretized into 3 categories and B = 100 bootstrap re-
samples.

Cirrhosis metagenomes. Metadata and gut microbial
taxonomic profiles from metagenomes generated by
Qin et al. (41) were downloaded from the MLRepo
(https://github.com/knights-lab/MLRepo,
accessedon27/01/2021). The dataset consisted of 68
and 62 stools samples from cirrhotic and healthy individuals,
respectively, for whom age, BMI and sex information were
available (48 % healthy individuals). The formatting of
metagenomes and model fitting procedure are detailed in the
Supplementary Methods. In brief, rare taxa were filtered
out before model fitting. FS was applied to select the most
relevant relative abundances of family, genus and species
taxonomic ranks; it reduced the number of taxa from 926
to 85. A full model was fitted using selected taxa and
metadata (gender, age, BMI, number of sequence reads;
Supplementary Methods) and was processed using endoR
with default parameters, except for the discretization into 3
categories, B = 100 bootstrap resamples of size 3n/4, and
α= 5 (Supplementary Results).
Metagenomes and associated sample metadata from a glob-
ally distributed set of studies were gathered from (40)
by (115) (Supplementary Tables 7 and 8). Details on
data processing are available in the Supplementary Meth-
ods. Briefly, (i) metagenome were profiled with the HU-
MAnN2 pipeline to obtain metabolic pathways profiles based
on the MetaCyc database (116, 117) and with Kraken2

and Bracken v2.2 based on a customized Genome Taxon-
omy Database (GTDB), Release 89.0 created with Struo
v0.1.6 (available at http://ftp.tue.mpg.de/ebio/
projects/struo/) (118–121) for the taxonomic pro-
files; (ii) rare taxa were filtered out and taxonomic ranks from
family to species were included (n= 2190 taxa; 181 families,
562 genera and 1447 species; Supplementary Figure 16); (iii)
relative abundances of MetaCyc metabolic pathways at the
community level with complete coverage and a prevalence
greater than 25 % were included (n = 117 pathways). FS
algorithms and tree ensemble models trained to classify sam-
ples based on the presence/absence of Methanobacteriaceae
were compared using 10 CV sets (Supplementary Methods,
and Supplementary Table 9). The final model was processed
with endoR with default parameters, except for B = 100
bootstraps and α= 5.

Evaluation metrics and benchmark methods.

Evaluation metrics.

Simulated data A ground truth network was extrapolated
from Table 1 (Supplementary Figure 2 E). The network con-
structed from the final decision ensemble by endoR (Sup-
plementary Figure 2 H) was compared to the ground truth
network by counting the numbers of true postive (TP), false
positive (FP) and false negative (FN) nodes and edges.

Artificial phenotypes Ground truth networks were extrap-
olated from the procedures used to create the artificial phe-
notypes (for an example, Table 2 corresponds to Figure 2 G).
Since the data set is made of real metagenomes, a deficit here
was the lack of ground truth on associations among predictive
variables, notably from the same taxonomic branch. Hence,
to account for taxonomic relationships, we extended the lists
of true nodes and edges to include nodes and edges from re-
lated taxa. We considered as ‘related’ taxa the direct coarser
and finer taxonomic ranks, and species from the same genus.
Consequently, a node identified by endoR was counted as TP
if it was in the ground truth network, or related to a node
in the ground truth network. If both a true node and a re-
lated taxon were identified by endoR, the TP was counted
only once to prevent inflating results. The same counting was
performed for edges.

Metrics Based on the numbers of TPs, FPs, and FNs, stan-
dard performance metrics (accuracy, precision, recall) were
calculated to evaluate networks generated by endoR. In addi-
tion, TPs and FPs were weighted by their feature or interac-
tion importances (for nodes and edges, respectively) to cal-
culate a weighted precision, and so estimate the magnitude
of TP in the endoR results. Given a ranking over the de-
cision importances, TP/FP curves could be constructed for
nodes and edges. To do so with endoR, for a fixed α, we
first ranked the top q decisions of each bootstrap according
to their probability of being selected in the final stable deci-
sion ensemble (i.e., the number of occurrences across boot-
straps). Networks were computed for each probability of a
decision to be selected, and the probabilities of edges and
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nodes to be in networks were subsequently calculated. Edges
and nodes were then ranked by these probabilities and TP/FP
curves were constructed for endoR (Figure 3 A and D, and
Supplementary Figures 3 and 5 C and F). Curves were inter-
polated and averaged across repetitions.

Comparison of endoR with state-of-the-art. The comparison
of endoR against state-of-the-art methods was based on the
AP simulated data and consisted of the following steps (ad-
ditional details are provided in the Supplementary Methods).
First, for all numeric variables in the dataset (p = 520 taxa),
we performed a Wilcoxon-rank sum test to identify taxa en-
riched in samples labelled with one or the other response vari-
able category (‘-1’ versus ‘1’), and we performed a χ2 test
to assess whether group categories comprised more samples
than expected from one or the other response category; p-
values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg correc-
tion method; features were ranked by 1− p-value and effect
size in case of ties. Second, we divided samples according to
their response variable category and used taxa relative abun-
dances (p = 520 taxa) to build sub-networks for each cate-
gory via the graphical lasso (48) and sparCC (47) methods,
as implemented in the SpiecEasi R-package (122); features
were ranked by the square of covariance matrices parame-
ters. For each method, edges shared between the two sub-
networks were filtered out. From the RF model, we also com-
puted Gini importances (19, 25), as implemented in the ran-
domForest R-package (43), and SHAP values (35, 123), as
implemented in the iBreakDown R-package (49). We addi-
tionally trained an XGBoost model (46) on the same features
selected by gRRF (p = 18 taxa and group dummy variables).
The XGBoost model was trained with default parameters and
nrounds = 10, objective = ‘binary:logistic’. SHAP values and
SHAP interaction values were extracted from it using the xg-
boost and SHAPforxgboost R-packages (46, 124), and it was
finally processed with endoR. For Gini, SHAP and endoR,
features and pairs of features were ranked by feature and in-
teraction importances. Variables, or pairs of variables, were
randomly drawn and sorted to build TP/FP curve; the process
was repeated 1000 times and averaged.

Bacterial genome analysis. Species-representative
genomes from the GTDB-r89 database, which were used to
obtain relative abundances of taxa in metagenomes (120),
were downloaded for each species detected in the dataset
before filtering. Genomes were annotated via DIAMOND
blastp (125) against the following databases: (i) Fungene
(82) to identify the dsrA and dsrB genes, (ii) hydDB (84) to
identify genes coding for hydrogenases, and (iii) acetobase
(83), to identify the fhs gene. The dsrA and dsrB genes
encode disulforedoxins involved in sulfate-reduction and
the fhs gene encodes the formyltetrahydrofolate synthetase
involved in acetogenesis. Hydrogenases were grouped by
predicted function: H2-production, H2-uptake, bidirectional,
sensory (Supplementary Table 13). For each species, the
number of gene copies with a percent sequence identity
above 0.50 and a length coverage above 80 % was counted.
For genus and family taxonomic ranks, the number of

copies were averaged across species and weighted by the
average relative abundance of each species in the dataset
used for analysis. Patterns of gene abundances observed with
absolute copy numbers were robust to differences in genome
size (Supplementary Figure 13 A).
The gene set enrichment analysis was performed using the
fgsea R-package (88). Taxonomic features were used as
‘genes’ and ranked by Gini or endoR feature importance, and
‘gene sets’ were defined by gene group (Acetogen, SRB, and
hydrogenases predicted functions).

Statistics. All statistical analyses were performed in R using
the stats package (126). For the Methanobacteriaceae analy-
sis, we measured the over-representation of taxonomic orders
in the set of features used by endoR using a Monte-Carlo pro-
cedure (Supplementary Table 12). For this, we approximated
the number of family, genus, and species features expected by
random, given the number of features used by endoR, by ran-
domly drawing eighteen features from the set of taxonomic
features used to fit the model. We repeated the random draws
1000 times. For each draw, the number of features belong-
ing to each order was counted. The null distribution of each
order was obtained by pooling all counts across draws, and
the right-tailed p-value of the observed count was calculated
from this null distribution.
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Supplementary Methods
Here, we describe methodological and technical procedures in more details when needed compared to the main text.

Rules, decisions and decision ensembles. For a fixed decision D and a variable xj , or pair of variables {xj ,xk}, the
complement decision Dc

j , or Dc
j,k, are defined to be the decisions resulting from modifying rule rD to have the complement

support for the variable xj , or the pair of variables {xj ,xk} (Supplementary Figure 15), i.e.,

rDc
j
(x) := 1R\X j

rD

(xj)
∏
k 6=j

1Xk
rD

(xk)

or rDc
j,k

(x) := 1R\X j
rD

(xj)1R\Xk
rD

(xk)
∏

l/∈{j,k}

1X l
rD

(xl),

respectively.
Additionally, decisionsDrm

j andDrm
j,k are defined to be the decisions resulting from removing the variable xj , or pair of variables

{xj ,xk}, from the rule rD (Figure 15), i.e.,

rDrm
j

(x) :=
∏
k 6=j

1Xk
rD

(xk) and rDrm
j,k

(x) :=
∏

l/∈{j,k}

1X l
rD

(xl),

respectively.
Finally, for a subset of variables J ⊂ {xj , j ∈ {1, . . . ,p}} the decision Dpr

J is defined to be the decision resulting from removing
all variables not included in J from rD, i.e.,

rDpr
J

(x) :=
∏
k∈J

1Xk
rD

(xk).

The predictions ŷDc
j
, ŷDc

j,k
, ŷDrm

j
, ŷDrm

j,k
and ŷDpr

J
are each updated based on the new rule.

For a variable xj , we define the set of active decisions as Dj := {D ∈ D|X jrD 6= R}, the subset of decisions which depend on
xj . Likewise, the set of active decisions of a pair of variables {xj ,xk} is defined as Dj,k :=Dj ∩Dk.

Extraction of rules from predictive models. Decisions are extracted from tree-based models (randomForest, ranger, gbm
and xgboost (43–46)) using the inTrees R-package (38), with slight modifications. More specifically, given a tree-based model,
rules are first extracted from all trees, or a subset of them, by following branches from the root down to the terminal node, e.g.,
for a tree composed of 4 terminal nodes, 4 decisions would be extracted.
All multi-class factor predictive variables are converted to {0,1} encoded dummy variables. Extracted rules are then adjusted
to be using only one class of each of the original multi-class factor variables and rules multiplicity is decreased accordingly.
For instance, for a multi-class factor xj taking values in {a,b,c}, three dummy variables would replace xj and a rule such as
"xj ∈ {a,b}" would be transformed into two rules "xja = 1" and "xjb = 1" with multiplicity equal to 0.5. In addition, the same
procedure of rule splitting is applied to predictive factors provided by users, that were already encoded as dummy variables for
fitting the predictive model. Levels of multivariate variables are thus included only by their presence, later helping with the
visualization and interpretation of networks.

Feature and interaction direction. To understand how a single feature influences the prediction, one needs to understand
whether a rule uses predominantly small or large values of that feature. For every decision D and variable xj , the direction
indicator djD ∈ {−1,1}

djD :=


1 if 1

|SD|
∑
i∈SD

xji ≥
1
|SDc

j
|
∑
i∈SDc

j

xji

−1 if 1
|SD|

∑
i∈SD

xji <
1
|SDc

j
|
∑
i∈SDc

j

xji

expresses whether D predominantly uses small or large values of variable xj .
For every pair of variables {xj ,xk},

ηj,k := sign
( ∑
D∈Dj,k

(djD ·d
k
D · ID)

)
records whether variables {xj ,xk} are each associated with y in the same direction across D ∈ Dj,k. When both variables
{xj ,xk} have large, or small, values associated with the response y, then ηj,k is positive; and when large values of xj are
positively associated with y but small values are positively associated with y, then ηj,k is negative. The later occurs when
γj,kD = 0.
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Regularization of the decision ensemble. We propose several procedures to regularize the decision ensemble and so reduce
the noise by including a simplicity bias. These procedures are recommended but optional.

Decision discretization: quantiles of variable distribution Numerical predictors can be discretized based on their quantiles
(e.g., into levels ‘Low’, ‘Medium’ and ‘High’). All decisions containing discretized variables are then modified by replacing
any numeric rule (e.g., ‘xj ≤ t’) by the best approximating rule which only uses the discretized variables (e.g., ‘ xj =’Low’ ’).
Decisions consisting of the same rules are grouped, the multiplicity is recorded, i.e., how many decisions have been collapsed
into the simplified decision) and the prediction, error, support and importances are re-computed based on the updated rule, and
the decision importance is weighted by the decision multiplicity. Finally, the feature influence is computed for each level of
discretized variables and the feature importance is calculated across all levels.
In practice, all, or a user-defined subset of, numeric variables are discretized based on their quantiles using the
discretizeVector function from the inTrees R-package (38), adapted to accept missing values (NA). For each rule con-
taining discretized variable, numeric thresholds are replaced by corresponding levels for which the majority of observations are
included in the original sample support (Supplementary Figure 4). Rules are then transformed as described in the above section
to be based on only one level, and the multiplicity is updated.

Decision discretization: local maxima of tree ensemble model splits Alternatively, we propose to discretize numeric vari-
ables based on their use in the predictive model. For each numeric variable, we first collect all thresholds of splits on this
variable in the model. All thresholds outside of the variable range are given the maximal or minimal values of the variable, i.e.,
for a threshold t from a split on variable V , if t > max(V ), t←max(Vi) or if t < min(V ), t←min(V ). Then, we compute
their distribution and calculate the local maxima. These maxima are used as limits for the groups of the new discretized variable
such that the K-1 greatest maxima are used to make K categories.

Decision pruning Pruning consists of removing variables from decisions that do not participate much to a decision, i.e., for
which the difference in errors of the decision with and without the variable is low (38). Comparison of errors can be performed
using the absolute or relative difference in errors (absolute difference by default) (38). Accordingly, the procedure looks for the
smallest subset of variables J with the lowest error, such as,

α(SDpr
J
, ŷDpr

J
)−α(SD, ŷD)≤ θ or

α(SDpr
J
, ŷDpr

J
)−α(SD, ŷD)

max
(
α(SD, ŷD),10−6

) ≤ θ, (1)

with θ a user-specified threshold (θ = 0.05 by default). If Equation Eq. (1) is not satisfied by any J , i.e., for all simplified
decisions the differences in error are above the threshold, the original decision is returned. The prediction, error, support,
importance and multiplicity are re-computed based on the updated rule, and the decision importance is weighted by the decision
multiplicity.

Decision ensemble regularization When bootstrapping is not feasible, we propose to instead filter out all decisions with an
importance below a given threshold λimp, selected by the user or using the following heuristic procedure

λimp := argmax
λ

|D|− |D(λ)|
|D(λ)|

∑
D∈D(λ)

ID,

where D(λ) is the set of decisions with ID ≥ λ.

Constructing the network. After regularization and computing all metrics, we propose to visualize the feature and interaction
importance and influence in a network. In particular, nodes in the network correspond to single variables and edges to interac-
tions between variables. More specifically, for every node j ∈ {1, . . . ,p}, we choose the node size and color in the following
way:

• node size: feature importance F j . Larger nodes correspond to more important variables;
• node color: feature influence Γj , where the color interpolates from blue to orange (via white), with blue corresponding

to small prediction values, white to prediction values close to the mean response variable across all samples, and orange
to large prediction values.

Similarly, for every pair of nodes {j,k} ∈ {1, . . . ,p}2, the edge between the two nodes is chosen as follows:
• edge width: interaction importance Fj,k. Thicker edges correspond to more important interactions;
• edge color: interaction influence Γj,k, with the same color scale than for nodes;
• edge type: interaction direction ηj,k. It is either a solid line if the pair of variables is on average used in the same direction

in decisions, i.e., they are positively associated, and it is a dashed line otherwise.
The network object is created using the igraph and ggraph R-packages (127, 128), hence being compatible with the broadly
employed ggplot2 R-package (129).
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Implementation. We implemented the whole method described above, together with functions to visualize results, into an
open source R-package available on GitHub (aruaud/endoR).
The main wrapper function of the endoR package takes as inputs (i) a predictive model fitted using the randomForest, ranger,
gbm or XGBoost R-packages (43–46), and (ii) data and a response variable on which to fit the decision ensemble, being the
ones used to fit the model or not. Upon starting, all factor variables are transformed into dummy variables, and, in the case of
multi-class classification, the problem is transformed into a binary classification problem according to the class defined by the
user to focus on. All regularization steps, i.e., discretization, pruning, filtering and bootstrapping, are optional and parameters
can be elected by the user. The current implementation was optimized using the data.table R-package (130) and can be ran
locally in parallel via the parallel R-package (126). Moreover, bootstrapping can be performed in parallel, locally or on a
high-performance computing (HPC) environment, with the clusterMQ R-package (131).

Data to evaluate endoR.

Fully simulated data. Sets of simulations were performed with the following data parameters: n = 200, 1000 or 5000 samples
and r = 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2 (with n= 1000 and r= 0.05 unless mentioned). Each set was replicated in 100 independent simulations
(Figure 3 D-F and Supplementary Figure 5 A-E and G-H), and a single replicate of the data with parameters n = 1000 and
r = 0.05 is given in Supplementary Figure 2 A-D.
We assessed the efficiency of the method to extract the right information from models by fitting an RF model on each simulation
via the randomForest R-package (43) with default parameters. To tweak the accuracy of RF models for a same set of simulations
and endoR parameters, we additionally the number of trees in the forest (randomForest parameter ntree = 10, 100 or 500, the
default). For the replicate on Supplementary Figure 2, we report the average accuracy of models on 10-folds cross-validation
(CV) 0.7− 0.3 train-test. The accuracy of the model fitted on all data is reported otherwise (Figure 3 D-F, Supplementary
Figure 5 A-E and G-H, and Supplementary Table 1).
Each classifier was processed with endoR using default parameters, B = 100 bootstrap resamples with α = 5 for the replicate
in Supplementary Figure 2 , and B = 10 with α = 5 for the replicates in (Figure 3 D-F and Supplementary Figure 5 A-E and
G-H).

Artificial phenotypes. Data consisted of a subset of the metagenomes used in Youngblut et al. (115), so that samples with
the following reported information were removed: i) samples from rectal swabs; ii) samples from individuals suffering from
mumps, coeliac disease, gestational diabetes, cholera or with high relative abundances of Vibrio cholerae, infected by shiga
toxin-producing Escherichia coli or cytomegalovirus; iii) samples with less than a million of sequence reads; iv) samples with
missing age information. In total, metagenomes from 2147 samples from 19 studies and 23 countries were gathered. Micro-
bial relative abundances were generated by Youngblut et al. (115) using a custom database based on the Genome Taxonomy
Database (GTDB), Release 89.0 (120), created with the Struo pipeline (121). Only the relative abundances of families, genera
and species with a prevalence above 25 % were included (p= 520 taxa).
We fitted a model predicting each artificial phenotype with the relative abundances of microbial families, genera and species,
along with the multi-class group factor K. Note that multiple taxonomic levels were included to mimic a situation where no
prior knowledge on associations between the microbiome composition and phenotype is available. Model fitting consisted of
a feature selection step followed by the fitting of the random forest classifier. Feature selection was included in CV to reduce
colinearity among predictors, noise and in fine, the dimensionality of data. Methods for models fitting are detailed below. The
average Cohen’s κ of models from 10-folds CV 0.7-0.3 train-test sets are reported in Supplementary Table 3.
Each model was processed with endoR using default parameters and α= 10. For the main replicate, we used discretization into
3 categories and B = 100. For the repetitions on phenotype simulations, we varied B to be 10, 50 or 100 and α to be 1, 5, 10,
15 or 20 (Figure 3 A and Supplementary Figure 5 F).

Cirrhosis metagenomes. Metadata and gut microbial taxonomic profiles from metagenomes generated by Qin et al. (41) were
downloaded from the MLRepo (https://github.com/knights-lab/MLRepo, accessed on 27/01/2021). The data set consisted of
130 stools samples from cirrhotic and healthy individuals, from which gDNA was extracted and sequenced via an Illumina
HiSeq sequencer. The metagenomes had been taxonomically profiled with BURST (132) and Prokaryotic RefSeq Genomes.
The downloaded taxonomic profiles consisted of read counts for taxonomic levels not collapsed at coarser level (i.e., if a read
count had been assigned to the species level, the number of count of the genus was not indicated). Consequently, we calculated
the read counts for each taxonomic level by summing read counts of all species in the clade. Relative abundances were then
normalized per the total number of reads to obtain relative abundances. Taxa were filtered as described below.

Progressive filtering of rare taxa. Taxa with low mean abundance or low prevalence were filtered out if, for a taxa t of
prevalence P and average abundance A:

P (t)<A(t) ·β0 +β1,
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with:

β0 :=
mediani∈{1,...,T}(P (ti))−Pq1
Aq1−mediani∈{1,...,T}(A(ti))

β1 := Pq1−β0 ·mediani∈{1,...,T}(A(ti)),

and, Pq1 and Aq1 corresponding to the prevalence and abundance quantile values for 25% of all taxa. This continuous filtering
allows to keep taxa with low abundances but high prevalence, and inversely keep highly abundant taxa present only in a small
set of samples.

Feature selection and fitting of models on metagenome data. Microorganisms are named according to a taxonomy that
divides them into groups arbitrarily defined and not consistently reflecting metabolic capacities or specificities (22, 133). Con-
sequently, describing microbial diversity with a unique taxonomic level may not capture microbial interactions in a community.
Accordingly, here we included relative abundances of the family, genus, and species taxonomic ranks. The subsequent draw-
back is the high-dimensionality of the data, i.e., the high number of predictive variables p relative to the number of observations
n. As p increases, the set of n observations will represent a relatively smaller set of the p-dimensions space (20). It will thus be
harder for models to evaluate the general association of each variable or even interactions of variables with the phenotype, and
associations detected may be true only for the specific set of samples used for analyses (i.e., the model will overfit data). While
RF are more robust to overfitting thanks to the high number of trees built on sample bootstraps, they are more sensitive to the
input feature due to the growth of trees on subsets of variables (19, 20). If many irrelevant features are included, the probability
to select the true predictive ones will decrease.
Therefore, feature selection (FS) was performed before fitting an RF model to select the most relevant variables and hence
improve model training. The RF was fitted with default parameter (43). A boosted tree model was alternatively fitted instead
of the RF using the XGBoost R-package (default parameters and nrounds = 10) (46). The choice of the FS algorithm and
parameters was determined using 10 CV with a 0.7− 0.3 train-test split of the data: the model that resulted in the highest
average Cohen’s κ was selected and a final full-model was then refitted to the entire data (Table 3).
The types of models considered for the metagenome experiments were the following:

• randomForest function from the randomForest R-package (no FS);
• subselect variables using the Boruta R-package (both functions Boruta and TentativeRoughFix with default pa-

rameters) and then apply randomForest from the randomForest R-package;
• subselect variables using the gRRF algorithm from the gRRF R-package for values of γ between 0 and 1 and, for each

set of features selected with a different γ value, apply randomForest from the randomForest R-package;
• subselect variables using a modified version of the gRRF algorithm to take into account the taxonomy (see the following

section), for values of γ and of k between 0 and 1 and, for each set of features selected with a different (γ,k) couple,
apply randomForest from the randomForest R-package.

The choice of the Boruta and gRRF algorithms was motivated by the ability of Boruta to select all relevant variables (24), hence
most likely to include all correlated variables, and for the ability of gRRF to select only relevant and non-redundant variables
(21). We additionally modified the expression of the regularization term in the gRRF algorithm, to account for the hierarchical
taxonomic structure in metagenomes (in the following Taxa-aware feature selection section, Supplementary Methods).

Taxa-aware feature selection. Due to the hierarchical structure of nested taxonomic levels, and so their inter-dependency,
redundancy occurs when including several taxonomic levels in analyses (15). But, as prior knowledge on which taxonomic
levels are the most relevant is limited, it can be delicate to choose which ones to include. Nonetheless, the noise added by the
inclusion of several taxonomic levels can be removed by taking the hierarchy of features into account when performing feature
selection (22, 134, 135). Here we propose to modify the gRRF feature selection algorithm (21) to consider the taxonomic
structure. For this, we simply add a term reflecting the importance of taxa taxonomically related to the focal one i when
calculating its regularization term λi. Hence, the original λi,

λi := 1−γ+γ
Impi
Imp∗

, (2)

becomes

λi := 1−γ+γ
( Impi
Imp∗

)1−k( Impi
max(Impj |j ∈ b)

)k
, (3)

with b the subset of variables in the same taxonomic branch than variable i. For variables not describing a taxon, e.g., a
metadata, λi remains calculated according to Equation Eq. (2) and not Eq. (3).
In the present article, we define b, as all taxa directly up- and downstream the focal one. To the finest taxonomic level used in
analyses, we add the sister levels to b. Therefore, since we here included the family, genus and species levels to our analyses, b
was defined for each level as:
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Table 3. Cross-validation (CV) of feature selection and training of classifiers on metagenomic
data.

Data Feature selectiona RF accuracyb(%) Cohen’s κb N featuresd

None 68.69±0.83 0.36±0.02 525
Main replicate gRRF (γ=0.45) 85.19±2.36 0.70±0.05 18
of simulated taxa-aware gRRFc 73.06±3.19 0.44±0.07 75
phenotype (γ=0.25, k = 0.25)

Boruta 77.62±1.44 0.54±0.03 91
None 83.42±4.48 0.67±0.09 926

gRRF (γ=0.1) 86.58±4.88 0.73±0.10 46
Cirrhosis taxa-aware gRRFc 86.58±3.81 0.73±0.08 69

(γ=0.9, k = 1)
Boruta 85.53±4.68 0.71±0.09 37

a The best FS selection algorithm is indicated in bold.
b Average and standard deviations across CV repetitions.
c A range of γ and k were tested for parameter tuning, but for concision, only results

for the γ and k resulting in the best model are reported.
d Number of selected features for the model fitted on all data.

• family: the family and all its genera;
• genus: the genus, the family it belongs to and all its species;
• species: the genus it belongs to and all species of that genus.

Both γ and k were tuned to evaluate how much weight should be given to gRRF Gini importances and to the taxonomic term
in Equation Eq. (3), respectively. For each model sequence, 121 combinations of FS parameters were tested. For instance,
although including the term improved models accuracy for the prediction of cirrhosis from metagenomes, it did not for the
prediction of our simulated target (Table 3).

Comparison of endoR with other analysis methods.

Accuracy in identifying relevant variables and interactions of variables. We compared the performance of endoR in identifying
true variables and interactions of variables with those of other methods commonly used for metagenome analysis.
The statistical tests used to correlate biological variables to a phenotype often are the Wilcoxon-rank sum and χ2 tests, for
numeric and categorical variables respectively. Those non-parametric tests are preferred over parametric ones due to their looser
assumptions on data (e.g., variable distribution). For all numeric variables in the metagenomes (p = 520 taxa) we performed a
Wilcoxon-rank sum test to compare taxa relative abundances in target categories against each other, and we performed a χ2 test
to assess whether groups were counting more samples than expected from one or the other target category. All p-values were
adjusted with the Benjamini-Hochberg correction method. To assess the performance of non-parametric tests, variables were
ordered by increasing adjusted p-values and were sequentially added to calculate the number of TP and FP variables.
Sparse covariance matrices are used in microbiome science to determine conditionally non-independent taxa and build cor-
relation networks (48). The comparison of networks computed for distinct sample groups allows one to identify different
associations in different groups of samples. For instance, by comparing networks extrapolated for samples collected from
environment A versus environment B, one can to infer associations of variables specific to each habitat (47). A drawback
of covariance matrices is the exclusion of categorical variables from analysis. Hence, for our application to the simulation
on metagenomes, we could not include the group variable to the analysis. We computed the covariance matrices of samples
within each target category and selected all edges not shared between the two sub-networks to estimate the accuracy of the
identified edges. For each pair of variables, the square of the matrix parameter was calculated (to obtain the magnitude of the
correlation between variables), pairs of variables were ordered in descending values of the square parameter, and sequentially
added to calculate the number of TP and FP. Several methods exist to estimate covariance matrices, with all proposing different
approaches to deal with the compositionality and expected sparsity in metagenome data. Here, methods implemented in the
SpiecEasi R-package (122) were employed:

• the sparCC algorithm, which calculates the variance among observations of differences in log-transformed pseudocounts
of taxa relative abundances, to estimate the covariance matrix (47);

• the (136) algorithm, which fits Lasso models on each pair of variables and uses the estimated penalization parameters to
make the covariance matrix;

• the graphical Lasso method (48), which similarly to (136) fits Lasso models and uses the estimated penalization parame-
ters to make the covariance matrix but repeats models fitting such as to maximize the log-likelihood of variables to follow
a Gaussian distribution.
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Due to the low accuracy of the (136) method on our simulation on metagenomes, results are not discussed nor shown in the
present paper. This was expected as the (136) method is a simpler approximation of the covariance matrix, as suggested by
(48).
Finally, we compared endoR to methods for interpretation of tree-based models. The most straightforward approach was to use
the Gini importance (19, 25) from the same RF classifier we used for endoR, as implemented in the randomForest R-package
(25). Then, we computed SHAP values (35, 123), as implemented in the iBreakDown R-package (49), with the default number
of 25 random paths. SHAP estimations were then averaged across random paths for each sample and variable. For each
variable, its absolute values across samples were finally averaged to obtain global SHAP values.
Since implementations of SHAP for RF classifiers in R do not return interaction values (see (49, 137) and the fastshap R-
package), we additionally fitted an XGBoost model (46) to the metagenomes and artificial phenotype, with default parameters
and nrounds= 10. SHAP values and SHAP interaction values were directly extracted from the XGBoost model by setting the
predcontrib parameter to TRUE when fitting the model. Figures of SHAP values were created using the SHAPforxgboost
R-package (124) (Supplementary Figure 7). The fitted XGBoost model was also processed with endoR for comparison.
For both SHAP and Gini importance methods, variables were sorted in descending order of feature importance (respectively
the SHAP value and Gini importance) and sequentially added to calculate the number of TP and FP.

Computation time. We measured the computation time and memory needed to run endoR on a single replicate of the artificial
phenotype data; results were compared to the shap function from the iBreakDown R-package (49) for comparison (Sup-
plementary Figure 8, and Supplementary Table 4). We focused on RF for comparison with SHAP, as SHAP can be directly
extracted from an XGBoost model (46), hence not requiring any additional processing time. Runs were performed in triplicates
for the measurement of the total CPU time and maximal virtual memory used at any time, with 5 replicates for the wall-time.
The same RF model as in Figure 2 was processed with endoR and shap using different sample sizes, n = 500,1000 or 2000,
and number of bootstraps for endoR, B = 1,10,20,40 (Supplementary Figure 8 C-F). Furthermore, we increased the number
of variables used in the predictive model by including non-selected features and fitting a new RF model via the randomForest
R-package with default parameters (43) (Supplementary Figure 8 A-B). By default, we set n = 1000 and B = 1 bootstrap of
size n/2 for processing with endoR, and SHAP values were calculated with the default parameters of the shap function (49).
Finally, the original model with 18 features and n = 2147 samples was processed with endoR and shap, with parallelization
of calculations across 4 or 10 workers (controlled by the parallel R-package). For endoR, booststraps were also allowed to be
run individually in parallel using the clustermq R-package (131) (option clustermq.scheduler = "multiprocessor"). Wall-times
were measured from runs on a machine equipped with Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-4620 v4 @ 2.10GHz CPUs (80 CPUs in total).

Investigation of Methanobacteriaceae in human gut metagenomes.

curatedMetagenome database. Data used in this chapter were downloaded from the curatedMetagenomic database (40), and all
samples from Youngblut et al. (115) were included, except for samples meeting the following additional exclusion criteria: (i)
samples from rectal swabs; (ii) from individuals older than 90 years old, with a BMI greater than 40 kg.m-2, with any reported
disease, or not part of control cohorts; (iii) samples from David et al., 2015 (138), due to the infection of all individuals with
Vibrio cholerae or enterotoxigenic Escherischia coli; (iv) samples with less than a million sequence reads.
Information about sampled individuals comprised: country of origin, age, BMI, and whether the individual was from a western-
ized population. Here, westernization should be understood as an urban lifestyle with a diet composed of fewer carbohydrates
and enriched in fat, sugar, and animal products compared to rural populations (79, 80). The dataset consisted of 2203 samples
from 26 studies and 23 countries, among which 748 samples had complete gender, age, and BMI information (Supplementary
Tables 7 and 8). We additionally grouped samples based on regional geographic origins, e.g. African countries grouped into
Africa (Supplementary Table 7).

Enterotype clustering. Enterotypes were determined as described in Arumugam et al. (64): the Jensen–Shannon distance matrix
was calculated from the relative abundances of genera using the ape (139) and phytools (140) R-packages, and partitioning
around medoid was then performed with the cluster R-package (141).

Metabolic pathways formatting and filtering. Relative abundances of metabolic pathways were downloaded from the curated-
Metagenomic database (40), where they had been obtained via the HUMAnN2 pipeline (6). All engineered, unmapped and
unintegrated pathways were removed. Furthermore, only relative abundances of pathways at the community level, i.e., calcu-
lated from all gene abundances in the sample, were considered for analysis. Accordingly, we removed all relative abundances
calculated from species-level gene abundances, i.e., the abundances attributed to distinct species (6). We additionally converted
pathway abundances to 0 if their coverage was equal to 0. The HUMAnN2 pipeline calculates a confidence score that indicates
whether reactions of pathways with non-zero relative abundances are confidently detected. A pathway coverage of 0 means that
although genes coding for proteins involved in this pathway were detected, not all reactions of the pathway were confidently
mapped (6). For this reason, for each sample and metabolic pathway, the relative abundance was replaced for 0 if the coverage
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was null. Finally, all pathways present in less than 25 % of samples were removed. A total of 117 metabolic pathways were
included in analysis.

Taxa abundances filtering. We performed multiple taxonomic filtering steps to reduce sparsity, taxonomic redundancy, and
ultimately the number of variables in the dataset.

Filtering of rare taxa We applied the same progressive filtering as aforementioned, on the pooled family, genus, and species
taxonomic ranks. It allowed us to reduce the set of taxa from 3444 to 2318 (Supplementary Figure 16).

Filtering of correlated taxa from a same taxonomic branch To limit redundancy in relative abundances from taxonomic ranks
of a same branch, we filtered out taxa that were significantly correlated to their direct coarser level (22). A Spearman test was
performed between the two taxa, and the finer one was removed if p-value < 0.05 and ρ2 ≥ 0.95. A total of 89 taxa were
filtered out in this manner.

General workflow: prediction of the presence of Methanobacteriaceae. We looked for associations between taxa and metabolic
pathways relative abundances, and metadata, with methanogen presence. Their occurrence was defined as a non-zero relative
abundance of Methanobacteriaceae.
We fitted random forest models via the ranger R-package (44), using the case.weights parameter to account for data imbalance
and with the number of trees varying in {250, 500} trees. Gradient boosted models were fitted via the XGBoost R-package
(46), with the number of rounds varying in {10, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500} and the maximal depth in {1, . . . , 10}.
The performance of models were evaluated via 10 cross-validation (CV) with 70-30 % train-test splits. Model processes were
fitted to training sets and predictive performance was measured using Cohen’s κ on test sets (Supplementary Table 9).
For model selection, we restrained model complexity by taking into account the number of features used for fitting models and
the number of trees in the forest. Decreasing the number of trees in the forest only negligibly diminished models’ performance,
the best model with ntrees = 500 had a Cohen’s κ of 0.6024±0.0205 while the one with ntrees = 250 had a Cohen’s κ
of 0.6004±0.0223. The best model with ntrees = 250 was on average using 332.50±7.79 selected features. All next seven
models were also using more than 270 features on average. However, the ninth best model in term of Cohen’s κ used only
123.9±4.77 features and had a Cohen’s κ very similar to the best model (Cohen’s κ = 0.5957±0.0253).

Sets of predictors. We fitted models on different sets of predictors to reduce dimensionality. Since gender, age, and BMI were
incomplete (Supplementary Table 8), we first assessed whether those variables were selected and used in models fitted on the
748 samples with complete information (nT = 500). Otherwise, models were fitted on all samples without gender, age, and
BMI. The metadata used as predictors were thus reduced to: country, region (i.e., the countries grouped by world region),
westernization, enterotype (Supplementary Table 8). The original dataset name and the number of reads of each sample were
included to each model processing step, even if they were not selected during FS.
To reduce noise and dimensionality, the taxa-aware FS step described above was performed prior to fitting predictive models.

Model interpretation with endoR. The final fitted model was processed with endoR: variables were discretized in K = 2 cate-
gories, bootstrapping was performed on B = 100 resamples, and α= 5.

Supplementary Results
Evaluation of endoR.

Higher number of boostraps reduce overfitting. We generated 100 FSDs and 50 APs datasets and processed them with endoR
with B = 10, 50 or 100 for FSDs (Figure 3 D) and with B = 10 or B = 100 for APs (Supplementary Figure 5 F). Varying the
number of bootstrap resamples between 10 and 90 did not affect the precision and recall of endoR (Supplementary Figure 5 F),
although higher bootstrap numbers decreased the overfitting of results (Supplementary Figure 3). This consistency in results
suggests that (i) on average, endoR results are similar for different number of bootstraps, and (ii) our stability selection proce-
dure is efficient at discriminating relevant decisions. However, increasing the number of bootstraps aids with obtaining steady
decision ensembles. This slight decrease in variance, given higher number of bootstraps, is exemplified in a subsequent analy-
sis, where we repeatedly processed replicates of the artificial phenotypes using distinct bootstrap resamples, for B = 10 or 100
bootstraps each time (Supplementary Figure 3). Therefore, although endoR outputs similar results regardless of the number of
bootstraps, those results are more likely to be closer to the expected average results with higher number of bootstraps.

Discretization only marginally affects endoR. Finally, we assessed the effect of discretization. This optional step eases the
interpretation of endoR outputs by simplifying continuous variables into categorical ones (e.g., ‘Low’ versus ‘High’ values
grouped together). However, as this operation results in numeric variables being replaced by categories in decisions, the
support and prediction of decisions are also affected. Consequently, all downstream endoR regularization steps may generate
alternative stable decision ensembles for different discretization procedures. We processed the 50 APs and 100 FSDs with
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endoR using a discretization in K = 2 or 3 categories based on the distribution of each numeric variable. Our simulations
showed that the precision of endoR results were similar (Supplementary Figure 5 H and J). Nonetheless, the recall was slightly
higher when discretization was performed in three categories (Supplementary Figure 5 G and I), likely due to the thinner
mapping of categorical variables to their original numeric ones with more categories. Increasing the number of categories also
means that higher computation resources are needed: each decision may be multiplied by a factor 1 for K = 2 but by a factor
up to 2pD for K = 3, pD the number of variables in the decision D. We note that several methods exist to discretize data.
While here, and in the rest of the article, we used the quantiles of variables’ original distribution to discretize data, we propose
an alternative method in the Supplementary Methods, that we compare to the present one in the Supplementary Results, and
Supplementary Figure 5 E-J.
Alternatively, numeric variables can be discretized using the input predictive model. For each variable, the thresholds used in
the model to make splits are employed to define the new variable categories (see Supplementary Methods). For neither of the
FSD and AP datasets did the method affect endoR results (Supplementary Figure 5 E-J). Both methods are available in our
package under the parameter ‘mode’, with discretization based on data distribution as default.

New insights into the ecology of human gut methanogens.

Individuals weakly cluster into enterotypes. We explored the spread of samples along the enterotype landscape (2, 64). Sim-
ilar to previous findings (2, 64), the Jensen–Shannon distance calculated from the relative abundances of genera separated
observations according to gradients of enrichment in Bacteroides and Prevotella (Supplementary Figure 14 A-B). However,
samples did not strongly cluster, as shown by the within-group silhouette scores below 0.5, indicating weak clustering (2, 142)
(Supplementary Figure 14 D-G). This was to be expected due to the heterogeneity of studies included in the meta-analysis and
is consistent with the low silhouette scores reported for these same data (40). Clustering in three groups resulted in sample
groups consistent with the ETB, ETF, and ETP enterotypes previously reported as mapping onto the gradients in Bacteroides
and Prevotella relative abundances (2, 64) (Supplementary Figure 14 A-C). Since the ETF enterotype has been positively asso-
ciated with higher relative abundances of M. smithii (2), despite the enterotypes low homogeneity, they were included in further
analysis to verify their association with the methanogen.
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1. endoR recovers ground truth network from perfect predictive models. endoR was applied to the set
of rules directly obtained from the true mechanism generating the response variables for one replicate of each of the AP (A-B) and
FSD (C-D) simulations. No regularization step was performed, i.e., no pruning nor bootstrapping. Respective ground truth networks
are visualised in Figure 2 F and Supplementary Figure 2 F. The additional edges on B are due to the discretization step. No additional
edge appears on D due to the proximity between the median of numeric features (used to discretize data) and the thresholds used to
make the response variable.
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Supplementary Figure 2. endoR captures interactions predictive of a response variable from a random forest fitted on simu-
lated data. A-D/ Fully simulated data (FSD) structure: four groups of samples (labelled from a to d) were generated so that for each
group, the binary response variable takes the value ‘1’ (blue) or ‘-1’ (yellow) according to a combination of variables described in Table 1
(e.g., V1 and V2 for Group a). The values of the response variable were then randomized with a probability r = 0.05. E/ Ground truth
network of associations between the response variable and single variables (nodes) and pairs of variables (edges) described in A/ (see
Methods). Pairs of variables predicting ‘1’ are linked by a blue edge (‘positive’) and those predicting ‘-1’ by a yellow edge (‘negative’).
Variables for which high values are predictive of ‘1’ have a blue node color (‘positive’) and a yellow node color if high values are predic-
tive of ‘-1’ (‘negative’). If high values are predictive of ‘1’ or ‘-1’ depending of other variable values (e.g., Group b predicts ‘1’ if V3 takes
high values, but ‘-1’ if V3 has low values), the color is grey (‘depends’). F/ Feature importance as measured by the mean decrease in
Gini impurity in the fitted random forest (RF) model trained on the dataset shown in A/. G/ Feature importance as measured by endoR
and feature influences for each discretized level of numeric variables as computed by endoR. The point color indicates whether features
were used to construct the response (‘True’) or not (‘Irrelevant’). H/ Decision network produced by endoR. Edges and nodes correspond
to single variables and their interaction effect on the response variable, respectively. Edge widths and node sizes are proportional to the
interaction and feature importances calculated by endoR, respectively; their colors are representative of their influence (see Methods
and Supplementary Methods, for details on network construction). The edge transparency is inversely proportional to the importance
for H only. I/ Same than H but edges with lowest interaction importance were removed to obtain paths between nodes of length ≤ 3. E,
G-I/ Levels of discretized variables, i.e., numeric variables transformed into categorical variables based on their quantiles, are shown
on the x-axis of the influence plot (G/) and indicated by ‘__High’ or ‘__Low’ in networks (E/ and H/).
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Supplementary Figure 3. endoR performance stabilizes as the number of bootstraps increases. A total of 6 replicates of artificial
phenotypes were each processed 10 times with B = 10 or 100 bootstraps resamples (purple and orange, respectively). The curves
show the average number (‘#’) of identified true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) edges according to edge probabilities of being
selected in the stable decision ensemble. Curves were interpolated for each technical replicate, and the average (line) and standard
deviation (shaded area) across number of bootstraps are displayed. The traced points denote average number of TP and FP in the
stable ensembles returned by endoR for π = 0.7 and α= 5.

Supplementary Figure 4. Discretization of variables and modification of rules. Simple example of the discretization of a uniformly
distributed variable x into three levels. An original rule "x < t" (orange) is modified according to the number of observations in each
level included in the sample support of the rule (new rule-s in green). B/ A minority of samples in the "Medium" level were included in
the original sample support defined by "x < t", therefore the "Medium" level is not selected to make a new rule as in C/.
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Supplementary Figure 5. The accuracy of endoR increases with the accuracy of input models. 100 FSDs (B-E and G-H/) and
50 APs (A, F, and I-J/) were generated, RFs were fitted and processed with endoR. If not varied, parameters were as follow: ntree =
500, discretization was performed with the method based on the data distribution with K = 2 categories, and α = 5. We computed
the following three metrics: Cohen’s κ of the RF, weighted precision and recall values of the selected edges in the stable decision
ensemble, and TP/FP-curves based on the probabilities of being selected in the stable decision ensemble (see Methods). A-B, D-E,
and G-J/ TP/FP-curves are averaged across all datasets for a fixed parameter setting (line) and standard deviation (shaded area)
are displayed. The average number of TPs and FPs expected for a randomization null model and standard deviations, are shown
in grey. Large points indicate the average number of TPs and FPs in the stable ensembles generated by endoR. C and F/ Each
point corresponds to the precision/recall of endoR applied to a single dataset and parameter setting. The larger traced points are the
averages across all datasets for a fixed parameter setting. A-B and D-E/ As expected decreasing the noise or increasing the number of
trees in the forest improves the performance of endoR both in terms of precision and recall. Importantly, there is a strong dependence
of endoR performance on the performance of the fitted RF and endoR. Moreover, endoR has a good precision even for small RF. C/
Increasing α increases both the TPs and FPs. Small values of α effectively control the FPs without strongly impacting the recovered
TPs. F/ Larger values of B are slightly better but endoR performs well even for small values of B. G-J/ Discretization was performed by
creating K = 2 or 3 categories from numeric variables based on their distribution (‘data’) or on the splits on these variables in the fitted
RF (‘RF thr’). Discretization slightly influences endoR performance, without any clear pattern between the FSD and AP simulations.
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Supplementary Figure 6. SHAP values from the RF classifier SHAP values were calculated from the random forest classifier
trained to predict an artificial phenotype simulated from real metagenomes (n = 2147, p = 520 taxa; see Figure 2). A/ The feature
importance is given by the average of the absolute SHAP values across samples and is plotted for each sample as well. B/ The
SHAP interaction values could not be calculated due to the lack of R-implementation for calculating SHAP interactions from random
forests. Consequently, we plotted SHAP values of the four taxa with the highest feature importances (y-axis) according to taxa relative
abundances (log10 transformed, x-axis) and colored points by each of the four group category (pink: sample from the group category
indicated in the plot title, blue: sample from the other categories). We note that this method of analysis does not scale well as the
number of features increases.
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Supplementary Figure 7. SHAP values from the XGBoost classifier SHAP values were calculated from the XGBoost classifier
trained to predict an artificial phenotype simulated from real metagenomes (n= 2147, p= 520 taxa; see Figure 2). A/ The feature and
interaction importances are given by the average of the absolute SHAP values across samples. B/ Given the high number of features
and interactions, we only plotted the top five feature importances of single variables and top nine feature importances for interactions
(marked with a start on A/). For single variables, the point color corresponds to the x-axis value.
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Supplementary Figure 8. endoR computation time scales substantially better than SHAP when applied to random forest
classifiers. A-F/ The total CPU time and maximal virtual memory used for three replicate processing runs of the same RF model.
The artificial phenotype presented in Figure 2 was used with 18 variables and 1000 samples (see Methods), and endoR was run on
B = 1 bootstrap of size n/2. G/ Five technical replicates of endoR and shap runs on the RF trained to predict the artificial phenotype
presented in Figure 2 (18 variables and 2147 observations). Calculations were ran in parallel across 4 or 10 workers; for endoR,
bootstraps were further ran individually in parallel (see Supplementary Methods).
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Supplementary Figure 9. Relative abundances of taxa identified using a RF and endoR versus statistical tests in the original
study (Qin et al., 2014). When the log10 of relative abundances is displayed, a pseudo-count equal to the minimal relative abundance
detected in the dataset (3 ·10−7) was used to show samples for which taxa were not detected (relative abundance = 0). Boxplots and
points are colored by healthy status, with healthy individuals in orange and cirrhotic ones in blue. A/ Taxonomic levels are indicated
with the prefixes: ‘f_’ = family, ‘g_’ = genus, ‘s_’ = species. Taxa are organized by family taxonomic level (separated by grey lines).
The background indicates whether taxa were identified in this article and the original study (red), only in this article via a RF model
and endoR (green), or only in the original study (yellow). Species for which the relative abundances were not available in the published
dataset (downloaded from the ML task repository) are indicated with a star. Taxa in B-I/ are indicated by an arrow. B-E/ The four taxa
taxa with highest feature importance (FI) identified by endoR to classify healthy versus cirrhotic microbiomes (see Figure 5 A). F-I/ Taxa
exclusively identified in the original study (Qin et al., 2014) or with a random forest and endoR.
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Supplementary Figure 10. Model selection and fitting for predicting the presence/absence of Methanobacteriaceae A/ Ten sets
of observations, each containing a subset for training and one for testing, were created. Training observations were used to fit models,
i.e., the combination of a feature selection and classifier algorithms for given hyperparameter values, and testing ones were predicted
with the fitted models. Model’s performances were averaged across testing sets. Feature selection algorithms consisted of (i) no feature
selection, (ii) a taxa-aware version of the gRRF algorithm from Deng (2013) (Supplementary Methods), (iii) the Boruta algorithm (Kursa
et al., 2010), (iv) no feature selection. Classifiers were fitted with random forests or gradient boosted model algorithms. Metadata
correspond to the number of reads and original dataset names. B/ The model (feature selection algorithm and classifier) that resulted
in A/ in the highest average Cohen’s κ using the fewest features was used to fit the final classifier on all data.
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Supplementary Figure 11. The Gini and endoR importances are consistent between the RF model and stable decision en-
semble. A/ Features with the best Gini importance. B/ Comparison of the Gini importance and the number of times features were
selected across the 10 cross-validation (CV) sets. C/ Comparison of the Gini and endoR importance. D/ Gini importance of all features
selected by the taxa-aware gRRF algorithm. In all plots taxonomic levels are indicated in the labels with ‘f_’: family, ‘g_’: genus, and
‘s_’: species, and orders are indicated via point and label colors.

Supplementary Figure 12. The relative abundance of Clostridia is higher in samples where Methanobacteriaceae are detected.
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Supplementary Figure 13. Copy number of genes involved in H2 consumption and production across taxa used to predict
the presence/absence of Methanobacteriaceae. We looked into the genomes of representative species of taxa used to predict
the presence/absence of Methanobacteriaceae in human guts microbiome from 2203 individuals for involved in H2 metabolism. The
number of copies of genes involved in the following pathways or function were counted: sulfate reduction (SRB): dsrA and dsrB genes
(Fish et al., 2013); acetogenesis (Acetogen): fhs gene (Singh et al., 2019); H2 production, uptake and sensing as determined by the
HydDB database (Søndergaard et al., 2016). At the genus and family taxonomic levels, we used the average number of copies across
species from the given level and weighted the number of copies of each species by the average relative abundance of species in the
dataset. Accordingly, if the most abundant species of a specific genus had high number of gene copies, the number of copies for that
genus would also be high. When genes were grouped by general function, we summed the number of copies (e.g., the SRB gene copy
number corresponds to the sum of gene copies of dsrA and dsrB). A/ The ratios of gene copy number by genome size for each of the
endoR selected features are consistent with the absolute number of copies displayed in Figure 6 B. For each representative species,
the number of gene copies was divided by the genome size. General functions and genes are displayed and separated by black lines
(blocks of genes with the same general function), general functions are separated from specific genes by a grey line. B/ Number of
genes copies from each group for taxa selected by feature selection. C/ Occurrence of genes from each group across all taxonomic
features used to train models to predict the occurrence of Methanobacteriaceae in human guts.
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Supplementary Figure 14. Gut microbiota of a large cohort of healthy individuals (n = 2203 individuals) approximately seg-
regate along the enterotype landscape. A-C, H-K/ Principal coordinate analysis ordination of the Jensen-Shannon distance matrix
computed from genera relative abundances. A-B/ Samples colored by relative abundance (RA) of Bacteroides and Prevotella, re-
spectively. To calculate the log, a pseudocount equal to the minimal non-null RA was given to samples for which the genus was not
detected, i.e., RA = 0. C/ Samples colored by enterotype cluster (Arumugam et al., 2011; Costea et al., 2018); ETF: Firmicutes, ETB:
Bacteroides, ETP: Prevotella; colors correspond to those on E. J-K/ Samples are colored by their country of origin grouped by region
when possible (e.g., Canada and USA grouped into North America; Supplementary Table 7), and points are emphasized (larger and
less transparent) if they were sampled from non-westernized (J) or westernized (K) populations. D-G/ Average silhouette score (bar)
within each k-mean cluster computed from the Jensen-Shannon distance matrix and across clusters (thick line). Dashed line: threshold
above which clustering strength is moderate (Koren et al., 2013).
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Supplementary Figure 15. Visualization of how decisions are modified to calculate the importance of variables. Each plot
illustrates the support of a decision D in the feature space spanned by variables {xj ,xk}, i.e., the values that the decision can take on
variables xj and xk. A/ Original decisionD. B/ Modified decisionDrm

j resulting from removing variable xj from decisionD. C/ Modified

decision Drm
j,k resulting from removing variables xj and xk from decision D. A-C/ The support SD of the originl decision is indicated by

the stripped areas, such as samples in the support of D all take positive values on xj and xk. The support of each decision, i.e., SD ,
SDrm

j
and SDrm

j,k
for A, B, and C, respectively, is visualized by the colored region. B/ When we remove variable xj from the rule rD of D,

the support SDrm
j

is extended to samples taking negative values on xj (colored area). C/ Similarly, when we remove a pair of variables

{xj ,xk} from rD , samples in SDrm
j,k

can take positive and negative values on j and k. For SDrm
j

and SDrm
j,k

, we calculate ŷDrm
j

and

ŷDrm
j,k

, respectively, using all samples in SDrm
j

and SDrm
j,k

. The decision-wise importance δjD of j in D is calculated by comparing the
error of ŷDrm

j
on SD (B/) versus the error of ŷD on SD (A/). Similarly, to calculate the decision-wise importance of a pair of variables

{j,k} in a decision D, we compare the error from the decision not constraining values on j or k, with ŷDrm
j,k

on SD (C/) to the error of
the decision with ŷD on SD (A/).

Supplementary Figure 16. Mean relative abundances and prevalence of family, genus and species taxonomic levels in the
metagenomic data.
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